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The Maine Campus
HE UNIVERSITY OF MAIN
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•GSS

Orono residents at odds over ordinances
Staff Writer
Orono residents agree there is a
problem with some of the University of Maine students !king in
their town
They also agree the problem
should be addressed. What they
disagree on, is how to solve the
pi oblem
One side believes moneys "gettough" ordinances are the solution
"These are definitely a step in
the right direction.- resident Al
Elkin said
The other side thinks the proposed ordinances go too far, and a
better solution can he found
"I do not think we are going to
he able to legislate had things out
of the system.- resident Francis
Martin said
The two sides came together
last night at the Keith Anderson
Community House in Orono for a
public hearing in front of the TON n
Council
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•Orono Town Council

By John Roy

WedneSay
December 8, 1993

last night was not the first night
in the past two months that the sub
ject oflandlords,students and Oroni
residents came up at COUT1C11 meet
ings The issue has taken up much
the last few Council meetings
The topic of the hearing vs as
the proposed follow ing two ordinances
The first ordinance is the 5 i)
Noise Control Ordinance The pur
pose of the ordinance is the reduc
tion and control of any noise pros
en to be annoying, dangerous, 01
otherwise an inconsenience to
Orono residents
The noise would he proven annoying.dangerous or inconvenient
with sound meters The sound
meters, to he used by the policc.
would measure noise to see if it
falls w ithin set, acceptable les els
Loud off-campus UMaine students csould tip the meters the
wrong w as
The second ordinance is the
Sec HEARING on page 16

Senators urge
increases in
niinorities
By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer

Orono Police Chief Dan Lowe presents issues concerning the
law enforcement of the possible noise ordinance. (McIntyre
photo.)

the General Student Senate
passed a resolution last night that
will send a recommendation to
University of Maine President Fred
Hutchinson asking to have more
minority faculty and staff hired
and more minority students enrolled at ('Maine.
The resolution, sponsored by
the Communit t'nifications Com mince, brought about debate from
more than just student senators.
Jim Varner,former assistant director of admissions at('Maine.commended the GSS for bringing the
resolution to the floor In arguing
tor the resolution, Varner said he
thinks the unis cooly is currently
not dealing v. ith the issue enough
and that ('Maine needs to become
See GSS on page 20

•Branch Davidian survivor

Thibodeau talks about more than guns and sex
By Laxmi Vallury
Volunteer Writer
Das id Thihodeau.a Bangor native, w as one of the nine curs I VMS
of the inferno that killed more than
80 Branch I)asidians in Waco,
Texas. on April 19. 1993.
He spoke to a Introduction to
News Writing and Reporting class
yesterday in Auhert Hall. and said
he had much more to talk about
than guns and sex
He began by expressing his dislike for buzz words like "cult" and
"compound." which he believes
condii,orr peopte into thinking a

certain v.ay. "Cult.- for example, insists w as a false report
He said that Brow had also
conjured up images of fanaticism
and satanism It was a ,:ondition- untten a book in w hich he had put
ing term used by cult awareness es erything in a different light_ Thigroups who lost their children to bodeau said."Mark Brow is a stofollowings. and had animosity to- ryteller Things like that concern
wards them He said theologians me People take him seriously
do not believe in cults but in the People take him literally "He said
he believes that Journalists can ofconstitution
Thibodeau said he was con- ten create and change things
Thibodeau felt the raid scas
cerned about what he perceives as
l. He said agents of
unconstitutiona
examthe
cited
He
reporting
false
ple of Mark Brow . ex -member ot the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco
the "cult." N ho reported that the and Fire Arms tATF1 entered on
Branch Davidians were going to the pretext that members were doSee TH113()DEAL: on
commit suicide Seseral new spa page 16
per,ran articles on what Thibodeau

David Thibodeau speaks to a journalism class (Bosd

rketc,

•Road to the Blaine House

Ex-chancellor returns to campaign for governor
The t nix ersits laernoctats
hosted a series ot meetings called
the Road to the Blaine House Dec
M.3.• the last ot these meetings
6
in
home
new
a
tor
h
sear,
the
In
Demo
the Blaine House, gubernatorial 'hiring the series. all of the
candidates must make pit stops cratis• candidates except Richard
air-wig the way to continue their Barringer, were able to offer their
Journey One candidate made a stop reasons fin running in the election
in the Sutton I ounge on Monday for goverTOT
Barringer had a scheduling conto discuss the reasons why he is
and Sc as unable to make any of
flict
pilgrimage
this
making
Ex -chancellor ot the 'ravers]- the dates. but 'sill he asked hack
of Maine system. Bob ood. next semester
Cos s-neth Jones. a member oi
hut's . took an opportunity given to
him by the l'niversity Ilerntx-rats thel'niversity Democrats. said that
to promote his beliefthat he should the group supports all of the candi dates Mho have spoken. arid heBob Woodburs speaksto the University Democrats (Page photo) he Maine's next governor

By Dana Gras
staff writer

hese,the meetings u. ere helpful
for indisidual perceptions of the
candidates
Woodhury used the time and
place given to him to draw upon
come potential indis idual support
In a field of 17 Democratic
hopefuls trying to make it past the
cut of the primaries, each candidate must offer something different than the others Woodbury gave
three reasons. N hich he said separate him from the opposition
The first deals with an outsideSec GOVFRNOR on
Page 20
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Kidnapped American supposedly freed in Philippines
of war remains
• North Korea turns over 31 sets
Korea
• Blacks take over government in South

WorldBriefs

•Column

Sex M
adnidolv
ni

Blacks assume governing power in North Korea returns war remains
South Africa for the first time
4 (-APE TowN,South Africa(API South Africa's black majority got its first
that
I real say in governing Tuesday. a Oh the seating of a powerful transitional council
April
in
electons
democratic
until
Cabinet
the
will nomitar
by
The inauguration of the Transitional Executive Council a as marred by a boycott
parties in the Freedom Alliance,a potentially dangerous partnership of a hitt% right-a ingers
and consenatise black leaden a ho has e pledged to resist the rye% constitution as drafted.
In a ss mbol of retection. self-styled "Boer commandos" occupied a fort outside
Pretoria today They are part of a a hue. nght-ss mg movement that a ants to create a separate
hite homeland rather than compete in elections in a unified country
The council, knossn as the TEC. is part of the negotiated settlement in %Inch South
Africa's minonts a hues led hy the governing National Party are to hand Met poa er to the
27
black majority through the country 's first fully democratic elections scheduled April
prayer
of
moment
a
%Oh
morning
this
ork
a
its
The council began
"This day marks the beginning of the end of minority rule," said African National
Congress secretary general Cyril Ramaphosa at the beginning of the meeting.
"The TEC is the final step in the process to bring about true democracy in South
Africa:. said Minister Roelf Meyer. representing the government at the council.
He said the council a ill assure that 'there a ill he free and fair elections in a Inch all
parties that a ant to can participate
Council
The meeting a as taking place next to parliament, in the Old President's
building
A right-a trig politician said the proceedings acre a tras ems

•Kidnapped American freed

In an apparent gisoda ill gesture to Washington.
PA N111 t'NH /M. Korea(AN
remains it said were from U.S soldiers
North Korea gas e thellnited Slates .11 sets of
War
who died in the Korean
the second such return of remains in a
The handover of 11 firms n wooden coffins a as
border
Korean
armed
liras
week acms, the
ties a ith the l'nited States in the midst
Communist North Korea is struggling tit improse
that it is des eloping nuclear weapons
concerns
resolve
to
pressure
international
of mounting
peaceful purposes only but it has
North Korea claims that its nuclear program is for
nuclear facilities.
its
balked at international demands for full inspections of suspected
to make at least one
plutonium
enough
e
has
may.
North
the
say
Many Western experts
warn that the North should resolve
atomic bomb by 1995 U.S and South Korean officials
sanctions
suspicions soon by opening up to inspections, or it ail! face U N.
sent to the Central
U S officials in Seoul said the remains given met Tuesday will he
.
and
identification
aluation
es
forensic
for
aii
Hass
in
Laboratory
Investigation
1.ast Tuesday, the Communist North returned what it said were the remains of 33 U.S.
soldiers killed in the 1950-53 Korean War
None of the remains returned so far base been positisely identified. U S scientists say
that many are not from the l'nited States, and some include bones that are not human.
North Korea has newer said host mans a ar remains it has, hut the number could he in
the thousands
War,
About 8.1110 1.7 S.soldiers are listed as missing in 11113CC,vunted for fmni the Korean
Hawaii.
in
are
buried
They
identified.
er
nes
and
including Ith6 bodies returned in 1954
After the 1954 transfer, no remains were returned until 1990,a hen the North turned over
Ilse sets. folios ed hs I I in 1991 and MI the following sear In Juts . 17 more acre returned
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freed by Philippines
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found out the person you
semester is IIIV positis-e
How do you leer
Think about it. Wedr
World AIDS Day
What do you know ah
On campu.ses all overi
are furthering their knowle
systems which guide it. 1
WV. IdeaS, new thrones at
in their field Yet there i5
students are seldom infom.
sharing more than ideas'.
lox n (ii them they may. a

Sex !tatter

Q: How can we ci
friends the importance
wants when they can't
importance to us,ii.e.,9
together,riimance.fore'
to explain these needs.
are Iris ohms.. selfish an
%Se close the gap??!! Ta
inn the brink of destrik
A Someone once
not the absence of confli
This pen
cope auth
involved in a relationchi
any relationship, there
a hich means coin/nom
possible to change anot
modify things a hit By
your partner, you can
stand that sou have cc
sites. It is up to him to hi
To help hint hear your c,
to speak dead%. in thi
about our relationship- .
also sounds like you wo
you are a priority to yo
him Sometimes we ha,
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•Spooked investors
•Right-wing violence
•Factions hold first meeting
Venezuela may try to
renegotiate foreign debt Peace looms in Somalia New suspect causes
chaos in neo-Nazi trial
4
A day atter his
r
i API
ARACA S. eneucla
election, Veneruela's next president spooked for
eign ins estors vs ith promises iii in to renegojiaie
foreign debt and limit free market reforms
Rafael t'aldera had said it before, hut this time he st as
sas inc it a. president-elect Caldet-a succeeds President
Carlos Andres Pere/. uho ss-as suspended (own office in
May ivn charges he misused public funds
t'alitera. schso at' president from 1069 '4. campaiimeit
against Pere7's free-market economtcs. hich ins luded
selling oft state-owned companies, attracting foreign in
vestment and coning food subsidies tor the pixx
Venertielas maics business group met Monday auth
t'aldera and later saki it uould hack his administration
The group s president said he doesn't expect major
changes in economic policies or in eneruela•s process of
trade liherali7ationi atth other 1 atm Amen( an nations
All these accords definitely mean that Verie7nela is
heading toward a freer market said faigard Romem Nava

f111,,t-

•Political fog

•Transition of power

LAMBOANtiA.Philippines API A negotiaior
said fuesdas that a kidnapped American had been freed
the Muslim eliretTleaS Who %cued him Nos 14
Sali Walt said Charles W atrial of Philadelphia a as released
to the gosemor ,y( Sulu pm.ince. 1 upas !Along. wiStsndas
Walt told reporters in the sAxithern city of Zamboanga that
Vice President Joseph Fstrada flea Tuesday to Joh,Island.
600 miles south is( Manila, to pick up Walton Estrada is
chaimian of the Presidential Anti-Crime Commission
The release could not he immediately confirmed hecause Sulu lacks telephone lines though Janice Walton said
she had been informed hy the Summer Institute of
V,herr her husband worked. that he had been freed
"I'm thrilled,- she told The AP late Monday
alton a as translating the New Testament into the
Samal language %hen he NaS sei7ed hy gunmen on the
island of Pangutaran near Jolo, a largels Muslim island
Radio station. said the government agreed to two de
mands a ban on foreign fishing vessels in the area and
restoration of Muslim control of a barter trade between the
southern islands and Malaysia

1/is'

AIRMS ABABA.Ethiopia r AP-Fisr days after the%
gathered fix peace talks, Somalia'stwo main fact,,,,,31
The murder malot
down Tuesday for then first face to face meeting
S( ESV‘16.Germans 1 p
two nevs.tiant was thrown into !mood ‘IondaY when
Absent were the factions' two leaders. Mohamed Tar
(*.tense lawyers presented a nest suspect in the 1992
rah ARIA and Ali Mahdi Mohamed,also remained in their
firehoinhing that killed two 1 usisish girls and a grandmother
hotel suites
I he So% 21. 1992, attack in the town of Moelln shamed
The tar, worked together to overthroa Somalia's dicta
mans
(;ermans and led thousands of people to take part in
tor Mohamed Siad Barre in January 1901. but split after his
nationwide candlelight marches against right a ing violence
downfall because each wanted to he Somalia s leader
against foreigners At least Sit people have died in sik h
. capita'. Mogadishu, in a mur
Pies disided Somalia.
N peace stolerke since 11;erman reunificat ton in 1990
denim battle fman November 1991 until a
The trial in the Moelln Case has been seen as a test ot
agreement in March 1992 with Alu Mahdi a inning control
(;emian Justice %%stem
of the city 's north and Akird occupy ing its southern half
A verdki had been expected %Nelda, against the TV,S5men
The battle spawned conflicts thmughout the Flom ist
Aincan nation that exacerivated a drought An estimated charged in the murder. 2e. sear-old flees-Nazi gang leader
Michael Peters and his former sidekick.tars clinMansen,20
350.000 neople died in the a art are and famine
a
to
Instead a deferre laaser present& a new suspect agonfied
rth
's
the
meeting
',slay
eight
members
Each cent
goal of preparing the agenda alien all of ivmalias ifs as Henze,kletrike. 25 who was ariesied Saturdas when Hamden Nag stair police rWd his cab give him a likind4kohnl
facuons meet later this week
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Sex Matters
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Woofs note: Due to
an oversight this column
did not run on Dec. I.
Imagine for a moment
You just maxi-Jed a
phone call Your friend
caned to tell yt psi they just
folind out the person you arm out with last
semester is HIV positive
!low do you feel7
think about it Wednesday. Dec. I was
Wield AIDS Day
What do you know about HIV?AlDS?
(ki campuses all over the minty students
are furthering their knowledge of the world and
systems which guide it They are exposed to
new ideas, new theories and the latest findings
in their field_ Yet their is one area in which
students are seldom informed. Students may he
sharing more than ideas with each other. Unknown to them they may also he sharing sexu-

SCS. N

ally transmitted diseases One of the most sen
oats is HIV, the virus which causes AIDS
Acquired Inmate Deficiency Syndnune(her
1 million people in the United States are esti
mated to he infected with IIIV,and the number
is growing. By the end of the decade, it's
estimated that in this country alone, another
million will he infected with the I IIV Among
those infected, the fastest growing group ks
heteroaexuak. Within the next 1)) years, it is
estimated that NO percent of those Infected
will have contracted the virus through heterosexual contact. Many who air infected
with IIIV don't even know it. In fact, some
people don't develop symptoms for up to 1(1
years after being infected Colkge students are
especially at risk. Many are sexually active
and yet they may he inexpenenced in dealing
with sexual issues. Tragically, many people
a ware infected with IIIV could have avoided
contracting the vilus ifthey had practiced safer
sex. Yet surveys have shown that many col-

.1 ller

,

Q: how can we convey to our boyfriends the importance of our needs and
wants when they can't understand their
importance to us, i.e.,spending time alone
together.romance,foreplasI. NN chase tried
to explain these needs, hut to them they
are fris olous.selfish and nagging. 11w do
we close the gap??!! Two females.Seniors
ion the brink of destruction!
A Someone once said, -Happiness is
not the absence of conflict, but the ability to
cope with it" This person must hate been
involved in a relationship at the time As in
any. relationship. there are differences
which means sompoimise While it is not
possible to change another person. you can
modify things a bit' By talking directly to
your partner. you can help him to understand that you have certain needs and desires. It is up to him to hear this and respond
To help him hear your concerns, you ll need
to speak clearly, in the context of "I care
about our relationship" and with specifics It
also sounds like you would like to know that
you are a priority to your partner. If so, tell
him. Sometimes we have to move out of the
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by Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D
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JDR Computer Servic
Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming Tutors - Games
Send for a CAxnpletc Catolog of Shareware and
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Desktop Publishing to:JDR
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Belfast, Me 04915
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Tuesday-Ja4uy 1 a 7 p.m.
1 laud. .•\ iditorium
VA1NE
Free admission: Open to public

ideas about sex wh,. ch we collect from others.
We nun he so summoned by baggage that we
lose sight of (we own choices These ideas
sometimes come from those who are closest to
us. Ask yourself what "baggage" you received
horn others Your parents? How about your
friend" Your teachers? The media?
Smart sex means toads* responsibility
for yourself sexually.
Often this starts with getting in touch with
all the messages or baggage you received
al-suit sex along the way As an individual you
need to ch(lose whether or not you are ready for
sex and how deeply you'd like to be involved
Being open and honest about your needs is not
just important to your development, your life
could depend on it AIDS has reached epidemic
proportions in this cluintry and it's spreading
moist rapidly among people who never considered themselves at rick before Clearly if wean
going to save lives, we're all going to have to he
smarter about sex

•To tell the truth...

"comfort lone- and take risks. If, after ex
pressing your needs and desires, you still
find no change or consideration for what
ou has e stated, you will need to ask yourself a few. things. Does this relationship feel
"balanced'!" Do I get enough from this relationship in other ways to continue it? Can I
stay in such a one-sided relationship? How
much of myself an! willing to compromise'
And why am I willing to stay in a relationship which ignores my desires? Best wishes
Q: lloo can a woman cas "NO" to a
guy and comes to him that she really
meam it? Female,Sophomore
A • A simple "NO" will usually suffice
It is easier to say "No" before you are both
sexually aroused It helps to he clear with
yourself first about what you are wanting
and what your limits are
Sandra 1. Cann: is .4s iic rant Professor
of Family Relations in the Department ofHuman Ileselopment. She teaches CHF351
Human Setuality in the Spring semester
uesuons for pr Caron should he sent
directly to 'The Maine Campus, basement of
Lord Halt CopyrightSandra L(arm,1993.

I
at i
trial of
when
19Q:
her

kge students still do not know about safer sex
practices,and of those w ho do,many choose to
imote them
Why aren't we all practicing "Smart Sex.'"
Smart sex means more than safer sex orjust
using a condom. It means hemg more honest
about OUT feelings, our sexuality, and what we
need to do to protect ourselves from the risk of
disease But why is it that intelligent people
make dumb chinces? Maybe it's became sex
ha, never been an easy topic to discuss The
whole tom of sex is so uncomfortable to talk
about it's hard to raise real life issues like
pmtection Yet we live in a time when a certain
sexually transmitted disease can he fatal
More than net, we need open communica
non about sex
I nfortunately. their are many misleading
AM
idea, about sexuality in out culture
Which can create um tetrssary buniensofs.`tanr,
guilt and fear an Auld sex.or what he might call
"bastgage." Baggage refers to the competing

Owners'suit 'silly,' says station
AllegaPORTLAND. Maine API
tions that a Portland TV station hurt business at a lodge formerly owned by admitted
child molester Warren Cole by featuring the
lodge in news stories about him are "silly,—
say s an attorney for the station
Milk! K Paierimoborepresents WCSiiTv.said the responsibility ol the TICW media is
to tell the truth, and that is what the station did
The station is being sued by Gary and

Ann Laughlin, who bought the lodge in
Raymond front Cole in 1985 A well-known
Gray restaurateur. Cole pleaded guilty in
1992 to child molestation and is sees ing a
five-year prison term.
The Laughlins. of North Yarmouth. say
Cole did not attend or hold functions at the
lodge after the sale, although they kept the
name of Cole's Lodge until after the accusations against him surfaced.

The World Next Door
Study at the University of New Brunswick

A The Univcrsirs of Neu
Ilninssock is not
3 hours awn in the
nvcrfmrit iapital on of
Fresirnoon'

Q: I'd like to study
away, hut I want to
stas within reach of
home

A: l'Nlk was recrnds rated at
or near the tap of 13 comm.
hensoc Canadian universities
for small class soar% taught t.if
trnuted faculn and Istvan
holdings per student

Q: Does ITNB have
a good academic
reputation?

<11rdert. nas home
tuition, usth full transfer of
tinanstil aid and crniin

Q: What about cost
and credit transfer?

For more information,
call Gail Yvon 14225
or stop by the Center.

IWO
Canada House
154 College Ave., t M
Orono, ME 04473
12071501-4220
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•Car theft

•Board of overseers

Newark officer acquitted of
serious shooting charges

Committee formed
to re-evaluate Greeks

Task fi

By Yolanda Sly

Parties traditionally pre
college communities. Wh
have some fun away Its
studies, some town reside
ered by higt noise levels
The University of Ma
Relations Advisory Board,1
faculty, staff and kical palsc
resentatives, met Monday
Memorial Union to address
The group, chaired by
Services Dwight Rideout,
sus to form a "task for
people from around On
The committee would clef
off-campus. party-relate
work to solve it.
groupis die best p
said Oill110 Town Manage

NEWARK.N.J. I
— A police officer was acquitted Monday ofthe most serious
charges in the shooting of a teen-age cartheft suspcct, who was comatose for weeks
after what prosecutors called an ambush
The jury , in its second day of deliberations, convicted Kenneth Holloway.31. of
only a fourth-degree aggravated assault
charge of pointing a weapon
He was acquitted of second-degree aggravated assault, official misconduct and
illegal weapons possession, among other
charges.
Assistant Essex Count) Prosecutor Glenn
Goldberg said the cons iction leaves Holloway facing an 18-month prison term when
he is sentenced Jan 10
"We don't expect he will be allowed to
continue as a police officer; Goldberg said.
'He is going to prison
Goldberg said during the trial that frustration with auto theft prompted Hollow ay
to shoot Howard Caesar in the early morn ingot June 9.1992. vs ith a gun other than his
police-issued 9mm weapon
Defense attorney Lucas Phillips said five
other officers at the shunting lied to make his
client a scapegoat so they could return to work
after pleading guilty to lesser charges or agreeing initially to cooperate with investigators
Phillips said prosecutors went after his
client because he w as the only black officer at
the shooting and they feared possible unrest.
Phillips pointed to testimony from Caesar. now 19. and other witnesses that the

officer who fired was v. hite
Goldberg said race played nvi factor in the
prosecution lie said testimony from the five
officers proved Holloway tried to cover up
the shooting. and testimony from other witnesses pointed to Holloway as the gunman.
Goldberg said Holloway, a rookie officer. returned 'tome to get a .45-caliber automatic hours before the shooting, so a bullet
from his police weapon could not tie him to
the ambush.
The officers at the scene denied allegations by Caesar's family that they knew the
stolen car was registered to the mother of
another police officer.
Police say auto theft has dropped sub•
stamially thanks largely to a concentrated
effort by police in New ark and surrounding
towns.
At least a half-dozen teen-agers in and
around Newark have been killed since lb..
Caesar shooting while driving stolen cars
high speeds
Several motorists and pedestrians have
also been injured or killed by the auto thiev es
Caesar was shot in a section of the city
where residents say gunfire and teen-agers
performing stunts in stolen cars are common He was shot in the stomach after getting out of a stolen Camaro hew as &iv tog in
tight circles
He underwent 10 operations while hospitalized for nearly four months to repair
liver and kidney damage Caesar loci his
spleen and is missing parts of his intestine

Staff Writer
The board of OVerSeeTS during a meeting
nin Monday, Dec 6, discussed forming a
suhcomminee in order to make a list of
criteria that couldbe used todetemanewhether Greeks were considered on or off-carnpus.
They will also work on a new Ad Hoc report.
which will evaluate the Greek System_
Greeks were to
The question of
beconsideredon- oroff-camptn was brought
up in October over an issue of snowplowing. Although that concern has been resolved, there are still questions concerning
the designation,
The subcommittee will he set up by
Karen Boucias. who is replacing Clint
Winne as chair of the boaid of overseers It
will form a proposed criteria and then
work with the administration in coming to
a mutual understanding that would then
clarify their relatilinship
At the same time, the board of overseers would work on revising the Ad Hoc
Report of 1989. which evaluated the Greek
System as a whole.
In 1989, four houses were lost due to
hazing and the question was raised of what
is happening to the Greek System. The
administration formed a committee to eval uate the system and report their findings
This report found many pnablems with

•Community RI

the system and formed the Nivaid ofoverieen
which works together with members dee
Greek community in cleaning up the syssem.
-Coming up with a new Ad Hoc repoet
will show what's been accomplished by
the Greeks and include the citteria of their
campus status," Brent Littlefield, former
president ofstudent grit ernment and brother
of Lambda Chi Alpha said
Also discussed at the meeting was irnproving the Greek image as a whole which
was damaged by the Ad Hoc Report
It was decided that the criteria ofGreeks
status and the findings rif the amended Ad
Hoc Report would have to be agreed upon
by the whole Greek community in °Wert)
improve their image
This would better relations with the
t qnmunit!, arid with their alumni; mantel
whom have discontinued their support due
to the reputation the system has gotten. It
was suggested that in order to have tenet
relations with alumni,each chapter should
periodically send information to alumni
updating them on what events tizoe been
taking place, rather then corresponding
with them only once or twice a year.
"I think that the board ofoverseers meeting on Monday was a good start. but!think
there is a long way to go before all parties
involved are satisfied.- Nicole At Ain,pubtic relations-elect of the Panhellenic Governing Board and sister of Delta Zeta said.

•Hubble mission

Astronauts' success or failure
won't be known for weeks
MAW
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

F ern Stearns
and Family
will be signing copies
of her NEW book:

Once Upon aFarm
Thursday
1 130am - 1"pm

SPACE CENTER. Houston 1AP
NASA's high-attitude trtxur crew installed replacement parts to fix half of the Hubble Sr. ice
eft-scope'k nearsightedness Tuesday and tl en
rested before going out to complete the pith
Even as they exulted that we won tt e
division and we are now in the playoffs, •
NASA officials cautioned against taking
success for granted
The result of the repairs by the Endeas
SIT screw 41I1U Id tIC 3 telescope that will live
nearly up to the original promise of getting
crisp images,and detailed wientific data from

the taintest and oldest bodies in the universe
NASA agency suffered its greatest embarrassment not long after the Apnl 1990
launch of the Hubble when it had to admit
that the main 94 5 inch-diameter lens h.1.•
been ground to the wrong specificatior
leasing the telescope blurry-eyed.
"I have to keep emphasizing, it will be
six to eight weeks until we has-e the ability
to measure whether we have total success,
partial success, or w hate.er:* said Hubble
nrograni scientist Edward Weiler "Let's
la declare total success '

SPEND THE SUMMER OF '94
IN RUSSIA

By Jason Mclnto
Staff Writer

•Thanksgivinc
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Join Russian students at a resort hotel just outside Moscow. Stud) the
.-.•,:ssian language and/or Russian literature with the latter being taught in
• riglish lbe program is open to students with no prior Russian
The Russian students, on lull scholarship with hopefully future Yeltsins
Solzhenitssns amongst them, will he taught economics & western
The mornings will he devoted to the classroom courses leaving plenty of
time for other planned and unplanned activities with the Russian students.
Total cost for the /4 week courses. hooks, room and hoard, bicycle rental.
airfare
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•Community Relations Advisory Board

Task force seeks solution to hi

noise levels

ofOrono Police ChiefDan Lowe agreed with UMaine athletes as chronic party goers,
ewpoint group to fered his support in this.
multiple-vi
a
of
notion
the
Staff Writer
-The Athletic Department wants to be
address this issue. "I've been here seven years
a wholesome entity, so certainly
Parties traditionally present problems for and it's always been pass-the-buck. Nothing's seen as
- Dyer said.
participate.
we'll
said
he
ed.accomplish
been
really
to
ever
try
college communities. While students
Although the board's primary purpose
The advisory hoard members spent much
have some fun away from their stressful
Monday meeting was to establish a
studies, some town residents end up both- of the meeting deciding what types of peo- for its
help solve the party-related probto
way
committee.
special
this
up
ple would make
ered by high :mice levels.
headway was made into how the
The University of Maine's Community They decided early on that thr members lems,some
begin to solve the problems
might
force
task
the
of
range
diverse
a
represent
should
student,
Relations Advisory Board. made up of
and issues that it will face once it is formally
faculty. staff and local polity and resident rep- UMaine and Orono population
Since most of the members who were brought into existence
resentatives, met Monday afternoon in the
After Assistant Dean of Graduate Studpresent volunteered to he a part of the comMemorial t "nion to Warms this dilemma.
Karen Boucais suggested that local landThe group, chaired by Dean of Student mittee, they themselves solved part of this ies
lords he on the special committee. Dave
Services Dwight Rideout,came to a consen- problem.
Rand. Director of the Memorial("non,said
Lowe suggested that some of the uni‘er
sus to form a "task force- committee of
a lot of the problem stems from absent
that
project
cc
this
ith
invoked
get
coaches
city's
UMaine.
and
people from around Orono
who collect rent payments, but
landlords
tend
students
n,
The committee would define the problem of since,through his observatio
don't_ seem to care much about the treatment
than
more
models
role
as
athletes
follow
to
and
nuisances
party-related
off-campus,
of their property otherwise.
kinds of acquaintance-level peers.
work to solve it.
-These places seem to attract students
Assistant Athletic Director Jim Dyer,
•'That group is the best place to start I think,"
lifestyle is incompatible with family
cc
hose
g
stereotypin
of
wary
somewhat
although
said()ono TOKTI Manager fern Kemper.
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living," Rand said of these negligent local
landholders
Solutions from the past were also brought
into play The gmupdecided to reprint -Orono
and You: Good Neighbors," a UMaine-pubI ished information pamphlet from a few years
ago that details etiquette for a new Orono
resident, in the off-campus newsletter "The
Commuter Chronicle", aftet some editing
and updating of its information.
Student Government Vice-President
V alerie Collins asked her fellow board members if the Greek houses would he targeted
by the task force, since they exist on the
physical fringes of the campus
Rideout said that the fraternities and soronties don't present a real problem to Orono
residents when they get noisy, because of
their distance from the residential areas.
The advisory 1 Jard plans to draft out the
task force's membership over the winter,
and officially create it in January

•Pets

Thanksgiving 1990 murder

Hartley changes plea to guilty, Abuse of aminals sparks inquiry
Lombard trial continues
One of two
BAN(',OR. Maine (AP)
men charged with conspirac) in a double
killing in Fairfield on Thanksgiving 1990 today changed his plea from innocent to guilty.
Hubert E. Hartley III was led from U.S.
District Court following his plea change.
Judge Morton Brody ordered that Hartley
remain in jail while he awaits sentencing
The trial of co-defendant Henry P. Lombard Jr., who is Hartley 's half-brother, continued as both sides prepared to present
closing arguments The defense did not call
any witnesses.
Hartley'ssurprise plea change came the day
after jurors were shown bloods-tamed items
found in Clinton woods after the murders,
including the green T-shirt ofa NiCtIM and bullet
fragments rernoved from the two victims
After they were each acquitted of murder
in state tnals, Hanley. 20. of Clinton, and
Lombard. 31. formerly of Clinton. were

-r

-77-71-1V
t•- •;
1
sa Le'

-

intik ted se..:retk this summer by a federal
grand jury in Bangor on conspiracy and
firearms charges
Jurors were told Monday that Morris
"Buddy- Martin died of two gunshot
wounds to the head. while Paul Lindsay Jr.
died of one wound to the head
Before resting his case on the third day of
the conspiracy trial Monday. Assistant U.S
Attorney Thu mi Mma read a statement to the
Jury that both the defense and prosecution
agree that Lombard is a felon
A government witnesses from the leder
al Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Fire
arms testified that the .22-caliber nfle used
in the crime was made in Connecticut and
had been brought across state lines to Maine
A former classification officer at the Maine
State Prison in Thomaston identified a state
ment signed by Lombard that he unkiersti iod he
could be prosecuted for possessing a fireami

:TREE LIG HTING CEREMONY
President and Mrs.
Frederick Hutchinson
'V and the Orono Campus
C-1
Ministries wish to
IT celebrate the holiday
season by inviting the
University community
to a tree lighting
-1-7ceremony to be followed
'Li by the President's
reception in the
Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union.

lidaV
a

ua v

ay Whcrc: In front of
Fogler Library
ay (Inclem
ent weather

location, Peabody Lgc.)
When:
Thursday, Dcc. 9th
6:00P.M.
MEET ME AT 7Z_

BANGOR. Maine (AM -- Authorities
are investigating the gruesome discovery of
10 dead or dying dogs and cats at a lakeside
cottage in Orneville
The animals were discovered this past
weekend when the caretakers armed at the
camp with a plumber. They found three
dead cats and another four cats and three
dogs that were dying

Some of the animals were locked in a
shed,others were tied to doorknobs or locked
in a bathroom without adequate food or
water.
The house was being rented by a Bangor
couple. Pisc.ataquis County Deputy Mike
Gould said The woman has been located,
hut the man was still being sought Monda%
he said No charges has e been filed

The check's in the mail...

j

$$$Attention Club Treasurers$$$

Final check
requests
are due!
All groups that will be needing checks

from Student Government, Inc. before
the end of the fall semester should fill out
a check request and turn it in before
3:30pm on Friday, December 10th.
The checks will be ready to be picked up
during the week of December 1 3-1 7. If
you require a check on a specific date,
please make sure we are aware of your
situation. The financial office will not be
open during finals week.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$,
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•Hospital petition

Parkview would rather close than consolidate
Al'GI'S I A. Maine t API -- The meshal director at ParkvieW Memorial Hospital
told a state advisory committee Tuesday.
that the Brunswick facility would rather
close than consolidate with a rival hospital.
Mid Coast Hospital plans to move operations from its Bath and Brunswick facilities -- the fornier Bath Memorial and Regional Memorial hospitals — to a new 92bed facility at Cook's Corner in 1997.
Parkview. which declined to join the
consolidation, petitioned the Certificate of
Need Advisory Committee for a hearing to
discuss the 142 million project.

The committee,appointed by the governor, will advise Department of Human Sri
vices Commissioner Jane Sheehan, who will
determine if Mid Coast's project can go
forward
Beth Dobson, Parkview's lawyer, told
the committee Tuesday that Parkview is not
opposed to Mid Coast's new construction as
long as the hospital cuts its beds from 92 to
78 and climates obstetrical services
Park% iew President Norman McBride
questioned the need for Mid Coast to include eight maternity beds in its plans when
Parkview 's 18 maternity beds already offer

more than the area !weds
John Dickens. director of the state health
planning office, said it was important to
allow patients to choose between the nonsectarian hospital and one that is affiliated
with a religion
Parkstee, with 55 beds, is parr of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church hospital net
Timothy Howe. Parkview's medical director who testified the hospital would rather close than consolidate, told the committee that Parks iew trustees found Dickens'
logic to he "onerous.• •

Doctors and nurses at Parks le* are rot
"capturing converts to Adventism.- Rath
el, he said. Parkview provides the kw.cs'
COS( medical care in the state.
Parkview and Bath Iron Works, which
accounts for 10 percent of Mid Coast's
business, have raised concerns that the capital expense required to build a new hospital
will result in higher health ear,‘-olis
Mid Coast officials contend the 30-year
mortgage on the hospital would be paid with
operating cost savings achieved from a rnort
efficient facility They expect to borroar
$36.2 million for the project

•A day to remember

Navy commander at Pearl Harbor says 'never again'
PEARL HARBOR. Hawaii (API .America must resolve to never again become vulnerable to the type of attack that
plunged the country into war 52 years ago.
the commander of the Pearl Harbor Nasal
Base said Tuesday
"When I visit this rnemonal. I feel the
chill of regret being nudged aside by a
feeling of resolve that such a tragedy neser
happen again.' Rear Adm William A Rev
said aboard the USS Arizona Memorial on
the anniversary of the Japanese attack.
A minute of silence was obsened
throughout the Pearl Harbor Nasal Shipat 55 a m the time the attack began
ard '

The quiet was broken 'vy a Hawaii Air National Guard unit flying v. ith an empty spot
in a "missing man" formation
Aboard the memorial,representatives of
eteran, patnotic and civic organizations
dropped flowers into the water over the
sunken battleship Arizona, where 1.102
crewmen remain entombed
•'The attack lasted only three hours but
its impact has lasted a lifetime," Retz said
''The hitter truth of that Sunday 52 years
ago is that we had retracted from reality. We
appeared sulnerable and instead of choosing our battles, sue let others chose for us:
he said

1,-miter, the ashes of a minis-Or of the attack
on the An zona were to he entombed with htc
crew mates by di% ers Grady lee Nelson Jr of
Houston, who spent 10 years in the Navy
before retiring in 19"1. died last June
In a somber ceremony in W ashington.
Secretary. of Veterans Affairs Jesse Brown
laid a wreath at the Na'. y Memonal to honor
those who died at Pearl Harbor
"These heroes are not unknown to a..:'
Brown said "They are know n to us for their
spirit, they are know n to us for their greatness, they are known to us for their sacnfice
we love and honor them
Brown placed a wreath at the foot of the

Lone Sailor statue, a bronze work of a sailor
in pea coat and sailor's cap standing in a stiff
breeze with a duffel sack at his feet
Attending the Washmgton cerrmom
were six witnesses of the Pearl Harbor *task
Cap( Louis Detweiler remembeied
burst of machine gunfire startling him doh
mg breakfast on the cruiser St Louis
"We ran out on deck and the *mese
planes were flying nght over and dmpping
their torpedoes," Detwei ler said "We hid
to get out of the harbor
The St Louis escaped to the open sea
ithout damage
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•Names behind the numbers

AIDS Memorial Quilt to be displayed at MCA
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By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Panels Of the NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt will he displayed between 9
am and4p m onDec.11.14,and15,inthe
Fiodwell Lounge of the Maine Center for the
Arts
The panels on display were made by
[fiends and family of Maine people who
have died of AIDS,Dr. Sandia Caron, assistant professor of family relations. said.
During the exhibition, names of AIDS
s ictims will be read aloud continuously for
each of the three days According to Caron,
many people have expressed their interest in

the exhibition Over the three -day period,
100 people will be reading the names of
AIDS victims, she said.
The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt idea was conceived in 1985 by Cleve
Jones, a longtime gay-fights activist in San
Francisco, as a memorial to AIDS victims
around the world
in 1987. the NAMES Project Founda lion was formed by Jones along with several
others
The foundation has several goals, according to the mission of the NAMES Project
in Portland. these are:
• To make gosernment officials aware of
the urgency and enormity of the AIDS epi-

demic,and of the need Lat action to he taken,
• To he sure that there are people behind
the statistics;
•To be a sign of remembrance and hope
and to unify people in a shared expression of
grief, pain, and hope in response to the
AIDS epidemic; and
To encourage community support. financially and emotionally, for both those
living with AIDS and their families
Public support response to the project
was immediate with panels coming from all
over The panels were first displayed on
Oct. II, 1987 on the Capitol Mall in Washington D.C.Containing 1,92(1 panels. it was
twice the size of a football field.

Six years later the quilt is still a tribute it)
those who are victims of AIDS It includes
more than 26,000 panels from every state in
the U.S and 26 foreign countries.
According to NAME Project Portland.
sections of the quilt travel around the country and world in order to raise AIDS awareness and understanding.
"The quilt is a powerful reminder of
AIDS. What I like about the project is that it
represents the names behind the statistics.
It's important for all to see that its about
people and not numbers -- and it's hard to
ignore the fact." Caron said.
The exhibition is free and open to the
public, donations are accepted.

•Energy Department

US discloses 200 nuclear tests 800 human radiation experiments
The goy ern ASHINt;TON (AP)
men! has concealed more than 200 nuclear
weapon tests since the 1940c and conducted
Assiut 800 radiation tests on humans. the
Energy Department acknow !edged Tuesday
"It left me appalled.shocked and deeply
saddened.- said Energy Secretary Hazel
T Leary about information she learned only
recently that IS cis ilians had been injected
with highly radioactive plutonium in the
1940s to determine what doses workers might
be exposed to car-els
"It is apparent that informed consent
could not base taken place.• • she said. All
the intik iduals are dead, although many of
them lived for years after the experiment.
Learning of the plutonium tests "just
gave me an ache in ms heart." she said
Her department released summaries of
previously secret information about nuclear
tests in Nevada. the amount of plutonium
produced and currently located at weapon'
factories, and limited information about

government tests during the 1940s and • 50s
on humans to determine the health effects of
radiation doses.
Mrs. O'Leary said she was personally
stunned by information she has received
about the human testing, although she said
she was prevented by privacy laws from
disclosing details at this time
Recently the Albuquerque Tribune reported the testing and identified five of the
18 individuals Those five persons were
injected with plutonium as part of work
being done by the Manhattan Project in the
1940s in the development of the first atomic
bomb
Mrs O'Leary directed that as much information as possible be released on the
people. as well about
tests invok ing the
800other radiation tests involy ng sonic600
individuals
The fact that some tests were done on
humans in connection with the government's
nuclear program has been known for years.
but few details have been available and
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officials has e said the participants always
were aware of the potential danger
Mrs. O'Leary said in the Cale of the 18
intik idua Is whose cases are being ins esti gated she would not rule out a possible
lawsuit against the government by survivors. The last of the 18 died two years ago.
Tara O'Toole, the DOE's assistant secretary for en:imnment, safety and health,
said some of the 800 tests on which documents are being assembled were "perfectly
legitimate. perfectly valid- but that others
were clearly questionable
O'Leary said of the plutonium-related tests
"the majonty of the experiments were clearly
below the standards of correctness'•

The department said it conducted 204
more underground nuclear tests between
1963 and 1990 at its NeN ada test range than
preciously had been announced, or about
one-fifth more than officially acknowledged
over the years
Thirty -four of the tests resulted in some
release of radiation into the environment.
hut officials said in each case the rnntamina
non was confined to the cam NeV3413 test
area and did not affect workers
The additional tests. twinging the total to
1,051. were concealed in an attempt to keep
the So% lets from finding out about them
Nevertheless, the Soy lets all along base
claimed there have been 1.080 U S tests
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• Father awaits sentencing for aggravated assault
State feels money crunch
• Mixing rubbish costs trash hauler

•
StateNews

•Manslaughter conviction

•Safety violations

Judge imposes Maine's
OSHA cites owner in
sea urchin diver's death lon est OUI sentence
A fishing
POR I LAND. Maine 1API
boat operator said he will appeal the latest
penalty levied by the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration for the death of a
sea urchin doer
The federal agency proposed a SI0,350
tine against Glenn Chadbourne of Saco for
safety s iolations in connection with the Nov.
dross rung of Da'.id !Maxwell off Fortunes
Rock near Biddeford
It was the second time in less than a
month that OSHA has cited a boat operator
in a doer's drowning
OSHA cited Chadbourne for eight senous violations including failure to recognize
he was on his
Maxwells expenense
second dive -- before allow ing the doer
into the cold, murky water out of %usual
contact with a fellow doer
"This is anothei tragedy which illuminates the need for both boat operators and
to objecto ely look at harvesting
doers
ing propractices and to implement safe
cedures... said regional OSHA Director C
William Freeman III
So far. four doer. have died this year in

A drunken the severity of the accident mented harsh
AllitED. Maine 1APi
rah'.c, sea urchin industry. which
Mame
handed the long- punishment She noted that he had sped
been
has
Wells
from
er
dos
has attracted record numbers ofdoers with the
est sentence n Cr imposed in Maine for sehic- away from the scene of the Aug. 14, 1992,
promise of as much as S5011 on 3 good day.
accident without stopping arid was so dnink
manslaughter 12 yeao behind bars
Last month, OSHA proposed fining a ular
he could remember little of what happened
was
sentenced
37,
Rocheleau.
P.
David
lone sport boat ow ner S9.700 in the death ot
lingo,33,was struck from behind by ace
Superior Court for
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York
in
Monday
a Unis risky of Maine student on his first
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dris
that
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highway,
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Ilan,Id Scott Hugo
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While urchin divers has e alw ays regardRocheleau mei% ed concurrent sentencRocheleau accepted a plea agreement
ed themsels es as independent contractors.
sentence with three es of 364 days for being a habitual offender.
15-year
a
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that
ners
ow
boat
that
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ed
sers
OSHA's fine
suspended,to he followed by sic years dnsing while drunk and leas ing the scene of
are considered employ en who are responsi- years
a personal injury accident
of probation
ble for the safety of their divers
Saufley said that while Rocheleau was
longest
the
said
Sautley
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Justice
Chadbourne criticized the rulings. sayhad "genuinely remorseful:. his record indimanslaughter
sehicular
for
sentence
ing OSHA faded to notify boat operators
been 10 years. imposed pnor to 1990 when cated a "high probability of renitence
they were required to adhere to the new
Urging the court to "look at the other
Legislature upgraded the crime to a
the
guidelines
side of l)as id.• defense counsel Alan Shep'it we knew we were obligated to has e Class A felony
Rocheleau had asked the judge for for- ard sought a 10-year sentence He cued his
.
our boats confomi to(OSHA) regulation,
battled alcoholism client's troubled family life that contnbuted
es ery one would do it." said Chadbourne, gis enc... saying he had
himself unable to a problem-filled past
found
often
but
years
20
for
who noted his boat already conformed to
Hugo's family attended the heanng, into afford counseling.
state and Coast Guard guidelines
cluding his mother, Caroline Colwell, who
he
stop,"
can't
I
dnnk.
a
take
I
"Once
against
was
Timcase
OSHA
other
The
has been lobbying for stricter drunken dns
othy Victory, who was cited in the Oct. lb said. "Alcoholics can't say no • •
But Saufley said Rocheleau•s record and ing laws
drowning of Matthew Rice. a University of
Maine student Victory also said he planned
•Commercial/residential garbage
to appeal OSHA • s ruling
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State r
AUGUSTA.Maine( A
ers who qualify for state
their local property taxes
little longer than usual to
cause the program is runn
'Me looming shortfall
depose any eligible app
under the "circuitbreake
applications are rolling i
than anticipated. and the
nitration will likely need
funds from the Legislator
"Clearly, we•re gettin
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H. Sawin Millett, who
McKernan's chief bud
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•Domestic vio

Father

DOVER-FOXCROF
Brownville man awaits a
ing convicted in an attack
ter, who a doctor said may
by her ankles and swung
into "something that did
Eric Spencer,21,of Bi
in the Piscataquis Count
Tuesday. Justice Margar
him guilty of aggravated

Trash hauler admits mixing

-Campus
Position
Available

PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — A sixmonth jail term is being sought for a
Yarmouth trash hauler who admitted trying
to pass off commercial rubbish as less ex pensis e residential refuse at the Regional
Waste Systems incinerator
Assistant Attorney General Stephen
Wessler said he also will ask thai Russell
Stull's company be ordered to publici:e its
guilt) pleas in industry -publication ads
In a plea bargain agreement. Stull. the
owner of Yarmouth Rubbish Removal Inc .
. I)
pleaded guilty to two counts of (lac,
theft He and the company had been charged

_ .
wrth.Residents on Campuy

(ROC)

with two counts of Class B theft, a felony
that cames a term of up to 10 years
!hiders are pnthibited from mixing residential and commercial waste because RWS
charges a lower fee for residential trash
annouth Rubbish was charged
dumping business waste at the RWS incuierator and charging the tonnage fee to die
residential trash account of the lOWD Of
Gray . an RWS member
Portland police, who had been investigating
trash hauling practices in southern Maine, presented e% Orrice to 3Cumberland( sint grand
Srull and his firm were indicted in Januar)
I
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Available Position: Socialist and Marxist Studies
Programming Coordinator

Thursday, Dec.9
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The Legacy of E.P. Thompson
Panel with Professor Burton Haden.
English. Coordinator

For more intbrmation and applications,
stop by the ROC offlice, 3rd floor,
Memorial Union, or call 581-1760.

12:20-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies, MPAC, the
Memorial Union, and the Colle4gf of Arts and Humanaws-
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•Rebates may be late

State running out of money for `circuitbreaker'
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problem," Millen said, declining to speculate on the size of the shortfall.
The circuitbreaker program, which was
created four years ago, is designed to reimburse Mainers for a portion of their local
property taxes, if those taxes exceed a certain portion of their income.
A total of $24 million was distributed
through the program to 62,000 households
last year, but lawmakers sharply tightened
the eligibility standards this year as part of
efforts to balance the state budget.
Barely $9 million is allotted for 33,000
rebates this year.
Applications became available in August and, by the end of November, a month
before the deadline for applications, all but
he a potential Si million already had been paid out to

AUGUSTA.Maine(API-- Some Mainers who qualify for state rebates on pan of
their local property taxes may have to wait a
little longer than usual for their checks because the program is running out of money
The looming shortfall is not expected to
depnve any eligible applic ants of rebates
under the "circuitbreaker" program. But
applications are rolling in at a faster clip
than anticipated, and the Mc Kernan administration will likely need to seek add.i!ional
funds from the Legislature next month.
'Clearly, we're getting close to the limit
of our resources," Finance Commissioner
H. Sawin Millen, who is Gov. John R.
McKernan's chief budget adviser, said
Monday.
"It certaink appears

to

about 27,000 households.
"Not only did we go from a Cadillac to
a Ford, but it's out of gas too," quipped Sen.
John E. Baldacci,co-chairman of the Legislature's Taxation Committee.
Eight-thousand additional applications
were still being reviewed. And officials were
bracing for the customary surge in applications that occurs in the weeks leading up to
the Dec. 31 application deadline, said state
Tax Assessor John D. LaFaver, whose office runs the program.
"I think, likely, it's going to cost more
than we thought," L.aFaver said.
On Tuesday. McKernan is expected to
sign a financial order moving $700,000 allotted for the third quarter of the fiscal year,
which starts in January, into the present

quarter so it will be available now to finance
refunds.
Baldacci said he was confident the state
would find extra money to make good on
any refunds that are owed, despite cornpet
ing requests for additional money for other
state programs.
The Bangor Democrat noted that LaFav er's department recently disclosed it is seeking millions of dollars in hack income taxes
that state employees, teachers and municipal employes owe on their contributions to
the state pension fund. Also under way is a
campaign to collect at least $500,000 this
year from dentists who owe use taxes on
out-of-state equipment purchases
"I'm sure there's going to be enough
resources," the Bangor Democrat said.

•Domestic violence
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Father awaits sentencing for aggravated assault of baby
DO‘LR-FOXCROFT.Mrine(AP)- A
Brownville man awaits sentencing after being convicted man attack on his baby daughter, who a doctor said may have been gripped
by her ankles and swung like a baseball bat
into "something that didn't give."
Eric Spencer,21,of Brownville remained
in the Piscataquis County Jail without bail
Tuesday. Justice Margaret Kravchuk found
him guilty of aggravated assault Monday in

Superior Court in Do% er-boscrott.
The baby's mother, Jennie Marcell°.
had told the court that 11 -month-old Christine was asleep May 4 when Marcell° left
her with Spencer and went to her mother's
nearby trailer to prepare supper for her
younger brothers,
When Marcell° returned, she said. she
found the baby unresponsive with a swollen head

Spencer, w ho was alone in the trailer
with the baby at the time, told police he went
to an outhouse for a few minutes and returned to find Christine being held by her
mother, unconscious and injured.
Spencer suggested to police that the baby
fell inside her crib The child was taken to
Eastern Maine Medical ('enter in Bangor
Dr Thomas Lever, a Bangor pediatriclan, told the court the baby could not have

sustained such injuries by falling in her crib
Lever said the child was not breathing on
her own when he examined her. She had
broken bones on each side of her skull and a
"spiral- leg fracture, which Lever said
mostly likely would have resulted from one
end of the leg being locked in position and
the other end being twisted. The child also
had liver damage and multiple bruises all
over her body

Unlike War and Peace,
this revolution will fit in your pocket.
The Revolutionary Newton MessagePad.
The Apples Newton'MessagePad"communications
assistant weighs less than a pound, yet it can turn
the chaos and confusion of almost anyone's
life --especially a college student s—into order
and reason. And between that fifteen-hundred page hook on the Russian revolution you have
to finish by Fnday, the lab report that's due first
thing in the morning, and the statistics model
that's already late, you amid probably use a little
order and reason
For starters. every Newton Mes..sagePad has a
of
built-in address book, a to-do list, and a calendar—all
tight
the
in
re
you
sure
make
to
winch work together
remind
place at the right time It even has an akmn that will
birthday
on her
Skill to do things like call sour mom
recent
The Newton MessagePad lets you send a fax or
exchange
and
air
NewtonM
to
a page' u can also subscnbc
s. as well as
electronic mail with other NevonAlail subscriber
the Internet
with users of popular electronic 'knifes,such as
and CompuServe

Write on the Newton screen and you'll witness something
ing
else that's amazing Not only will it recognize your haixisvrit
shapes
recognize
also
will
it
but
text,
and turn it into polished
This
and turn kiose sketches into razor-sharp drawings
you
ideas
makes it pet ht for casing all the brainstorm
Newton
the
with
come up with each day. Better still.
Connection Kit you can transfer information stored on
your Newton to a PC running MicrosoftIindousor a
Macintosh' computer
In addition, there are a host of applications
available for the Newton that will help You tackle
eventhing from complex math formulas to slide
presentations" There are also a variety of
entertainment programs that will help you
spend all tithe time you'll he saving bs.
using your Newton.
So visit your campus reseller and
see what the Newton MessagePad can
••
do for vou. And don't worn.
won't take‘ou fifteen hundred pages
to discover what this resolution 'all about. Newton

For Holiday Savings visit
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Dynamite accident kills
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•Barringer joins in

Former conservation chief
boasts gubernatorial bid
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year's Democratic guhernatoi tat primary.
race
Barringer currently heads the Edmund
Muskie Institute of Public Affairs at the
University of Southern Maine.
Despite Barringer's efforts to lay claim
to the party 's progressive wing, a group of
progressise and liberal party activists who
organized earlier this y ear to screen the
candidates recently disbanded with making
an endorsement. A member of the group
said it was unable to reach a consensus.
Barringer has focused his campaign rhetoric at Brennan, casting his old boss as a
throwback to the 'old-style politics,'' and
vowed that his low -budget campaign will be
issues-oriented
He has pledged to gise half the seats in
his cabinet to women,double the amount of
state land under public protection, establish
a single-payer, Canadian-style health care
system in Maine and provide public fundir g
for state elections

•Libel suit

Gabor and hubby to pay $2 million

_FRIDAY

"Beat The Clock"

.25
MUER DRAFTS 8 - 11
Drawing for a trip for 2 to

Zsa Zsa 'tabor
LOS ANGELES Al'
and her husband were slapped with a $2
million libel verdict for telling German publications that Elke Sommer is a haggard
Hollywood has-been
A jury Monday ordered Miss Gabor to
ray SI100010 in actual damages, while her
husband. Frederick son Anhalt, was ordered to pay $I 2 million
The Superior Court jury was to consider
punitive damages today. The German-born
Miss Sommer. who starred in such mos ies
as "The Money Trap" and "The Prisoner
of Zentla,•• sought $10 million
Miss Gabor said she w ould appeal'lien
reaction is that they II ne% er get a nickel,'

SKI

sugarloaf/usa
The Snowplace ot

BANGOR,Maine(AP)- - Richard Barringer, who hills himself as the "progressi s e,ens ironmental ahem -five'. among the
half-dozen Democratic candidates for governor, today began a two-day tour of the
state to promote his campaign.
Barringer. who has been registered to
raise money as a candidate since earlier this
y ear, planned to "announce'. his candidacy
in a series of appearances in Bangor, Augusta. Auburn. South Ponland and Presque Isle.
"What I ans doing on this tour — listening to Maine people. discussing issues with
them, and taking specific, bold positions on
the issues - -- must replace the fighting and
lack of leadership in Augusta," he said in a
prepared statement.
Barringer held various top state jobs
under former Goys Kenneth Curtis, James
I (Ingle) and Joseph Brennan They included stints as consenation commission and
state planning director for Brennan, who is
widely stewed as the front-runner in this

said her spokesman, Phil Paladin°
Ilse law suit stemmed from three 1990
articles in the women's magazine Freizeit
Re% ue and the newspaper Bild
In the Freizeit Re% ue. Miss Gahm was
quoted as say ing Miss Sommer hung out in
shabby bars and supported herself by knitting and selling sweaters for $150 apiece
Mns Sommer insisted in the article that
she was worth the equi% alent of about $17
million and that Miss Gabor made the comments because Miss Sommer once accused
Miss Gabor of haying a big rear end
Bild quoted son ,hvithalt as saying that
Miss Sommer claimed to he 49 when she
was 62 and that she was balding and looked
like she was a century old
In 1990. Miss Gabor was sentenced to
120 hours of community senice for slap
ping a Beserly Hills police officer during a
traffic slop
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CORNING, Mo. (API - A dynamite
blast killed three construction workers repairing a Missouri River levee damaged by
last summer's floods
Two other workers suffered minor injuries in the blast Monday
It was not known what triggered the
dynamite, Sheriff Bernie Delaney said
"We're not sure they %vete working when
'herald. • "I wasn't
the explosion happened,"
aware that any dynamite was being used in
the construction job
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underpi
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Ammonia leak kills two
workers in Pennsylvania
()RR!ANNA, Pa (AP) A pipe con-

The!

taining ammonia burst at an applesauce plant.
killing two maintenance workers.
The 175 employees were evacuated from
Knouse Foods' plant, which also makes
apple juice, after the accident Monday in the
cold storage room, where ammonia is
pumped through pipes to refrigerate apples
The gas can burn eyes and skin and can
he fatal if inhaled or absorbed through the
skin
Jack Kauffman, 2b, and Harold Milks,
17, were found dead in the cold storage
room
Company spokesman Robert W Wear)
said he didn't know what they were Joire
there

Lewiston voters go to
polls in mayor runoff
Voters in
LEWISTON. Maine (AP)
Maine's second-largest city were choosing
a new mayor Tuesday in a runoff between
the two top vote-getters in last month'‘
general election
Ilse runoff between John Jenkins and
Faiouani Plourde was required because none
of the se% en candidates listed on the November ballot received more than 5)percent of
the vote
City officials predicted a light turns.
and said the morning snowfall was likely to
discourage v oters

Congratulations to
John Roy,
The Maine Campus
Staff Writer
of the Month
for November.
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In an effort to make the Christmas season a little brighter for some local
series of
underprivileged children this year, The Maine Campus will be publishing a
and
wish lists. These lists will give the University of Maine students, faculty, staff
community an opportunity to make some of these children's wishes
come true on Christmas morning.
at
These lists were obtained from children who are chronically ill in-patients
Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor.
Any gifts received for these children will be greatly appreciated.

Please bring all gifts(unwrapped)to
the offices of The Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall by Friday,
Dec. 17. Gifts will be distributed the
following week.
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•Column

Disassociate religion

MA I
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Jill Berrryman

It seems to me, if 3 woman such as Ionia Kigas starves her
daughter to death because according to her the girt was "evil-.
that is not negattse media coverage of religion
It has been brought to my attention that some people feel that
when the headline reads "Mother kills 'evil daughter." religion is
viewed in a negative light Please correct me if I'm wrong. but nowhere in the
headline does it 5.2.c her religious beliefs influenced her do kill her child In reality,
the headline is stating the reason the mother has gisen tot starving her child
Now here does it indicate or insinuate that religion was involved.
In my opinion, if Kigas says she allowed her daughter to starve to death because
the girl was nil. that is a direct reflection ot her personal mental stability, and
implies nothing about religion When people take it upon themselves to equate e'. ii
with religion, it's out ist the hands of the media
Is the media supposed to ignore people when they say they killed someone
because the sictim was evil." It a person uses the -esti- defense, ii is not the
responsibility of the press to ignore that information because it might seem to
present religion in a negative light for some people
Ice heard people say that we wily hear about religious actic dies when they are
negatise Well, in essence those people. who are saying that the -evil- defense
presents religion in a negause light, are linking the murder to some fanatical
religious arms ity when the press is not
ibis is not to sac that religion has not been ot erkiiiked by the media This is also not
to say that the media are totally innocent when it comes to negative coverage ol religion
James Porter. a former priest, was in the news for molesting children in the
Ofils He was recently prosecuted fix this crime, which is 14 t” it is currently in the
news The problem with all oh this is that in the slot's. which was molded by the
Asso4.lilted Press. the accompanying headline read "Prosecutor urges 16-to-40 year
sentence for priest-molester
I have two problems with this headline. One is, was someone molesting priests'
Thal,what the headline seems to imply My second problem is. the man being
Granted the man had been a priest when he
charged had not been a finest since I
was molesting children. but the headline does not make it clear that Porter is no
longer a practicing priest The fact that he is a tOrmer priest is mentioned in the first
paragraph hut, all too often people look at headline,and bypass the story In this
case, religion has become the victim of sensationalism
Religion is all part oh the multicultural society in which we Ilse Religion seems
the
to he slowly making its was into the pages ot new spapers perhaps one ot"
to
is
difficult
religion
hecause
is
pages
the
from
absent
been
has
reasons religion
define The dictionary defines religion a,a belie in a dome or superhuman power
or powers to he obeyed and worshiped as the creator and ruler of the universe How
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•Rang bang

Shots heard 'round the corner
A whistling tune blows in the wind.
It caguely sounds like the theme from
"The Good, the Bad and the UglyTumbleweeds blow across the road and
townspeople huddle behind doors.
They're intent! watching an argument escalate. wondering what will
happen next. A gun is drawn, and angry words are exchanged.
A scene from a western movie, or
steps of Penobscot Hall on last
front
the
Is there a difference?
night?
Friday
Society •s gotten to the point where
it's difficult to differentiate bet.s een real
life and the mass media People see
brandished guns on TV associated with
power and control, and feel the will
gain confidence and security in the purchase of a pistol.
While it may be your constitutional
right to bu anything from a pistol to a
howitzer, it is also your moral responsi-

does one cover that'
Granted there are specific es ents. such as speakers. which can he, and are
covered H4swever. normally these stones don't make the front pages unless the
pope IN invoked It's very difficult to give front page coverage to es-en:one who •Noise
thinks they dieserve it I would not he surprised it the -good- slut) of religion start,
showing up in the media, but until then, please realue the media is not going
religion negative cos erage when a person uses such phrases as •'the child was es
as their legal defense
Jill Berryman is a journalism nuyor who ii nor involved or negative emfrage.

"

bility to learn about that weapon,and all
that bearing it ma. entail.
People should not carry guns to feel
more confident. A pistol is not a cure-all
for the ego When used as such, accidents can and usually will happen.
Studies have shown that most earners of handguns will he shot by the
weapon they carry. This is statistically
pnwen: you can put as much faith as you
want in this fact.
Perhaps those who are responsible
with weapons do not use them as a
crutch and do not ride on power trips
because they can's them These people
shoule he considered when gun control
laws are proposed.
Perhaps better ways to discourage
those who carry. guns irresponsibly
should he explored The danger is getting too close to home to he ignored
(MAW)

reduction

Solution not in party meter
Noise conflicts between University of Maine students and residents of
the town of Orono ha.e been an increasing problem throughout the semester Residents ot the low n are fed
up with students and their loud panics
and students are fed up with all the
complaints
The Orono police have. however,
or .0
found a solution to the problem
they think The police department wants
to use a sound meter to measure the
decibel levels at parties in the future It
a part is above the set noise level,
police will have to interfere with the
ac-tic ities of the student shindig. This
method of controlling sound could prove
to he a form of entertainment for stu
dents in itself
For example. it w ill be interesting

to see where officers believe the correct area from which a pan's decibel
lec el should he .tudged is. Will theu put
the sound meter up next to a speaker
pumping out Jimi Hendrix licks to get
the level of the music' Or, will they
stand in the midst of the line to the keg
to get the peak student sound level"
Also, do the police expect the %mins;
level to remain the same once officers arc
spotted at of near the party? Parties will
probably begin to develop designated
"meter man spotters- to stand watch and
let party goers know when to
down
Noise levels are a problem sometimes in the town of Orono. hut residents
and officials are going to need IC, use their
oss n senses to find a solution. not those of
a tie.ice (MAW
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Squares of the quilt have been made by the friends and loved one
of those who have died of AIDS.
This quilt speaks in the languages of remembrance, awareness,
heating, hope, and goodbyes. Come listen to the quilt.
day,
of Maine on Monday. December 13, Tuesday. December 14, aria Wednes
The Names Project AtD5 Quilt will be on display at University
the
out
Through
AIDS.
of
died
nting the people from Maine who have
December 15 This portion of the Names Project Quilt will be represe
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for
Center
Maine
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f3oelwell
be read continuously. Located in the
three days. the names of people iyho have died of AIDS will
to the
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. everyday. This presentation, free and open
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER f3
Maine Outing Club • Skill Seminar-Basic Outdoor Repair • all are
welcome!•7:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Ecumenical Bible Study • With four Orono campus ministers
•1912 Room. Memorial Union •12:15-1:00 p.m.• Every
Wednesday.
Chess Club • Every Wednesday•6:30-11:00 p.m.• FFA Room,
Memorial Union • All chess players are welcome.
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday •6:00 p.m.•310 Stevens
Hall • For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
College Republicans• Meeting every Wednesday •8:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more information
cal! Karen Williams at 581-7746.
Black Bear Mountain Bikers•Group rides•Every Tuesday and
Wednesday• 3:00 p.m.•Starts at Hilltop Field • All are
welcome.
Cafe con lecha • A non-profit cafe in Hart Hall welcomes you!
•"ours are: 7 p.m. til midnight Monday-Friday
•9 p.m. til midnight weekends.
Soup Kitchen •/Ethiopian Dinner • Nightly vegetarian meals
a-e served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juice
• All you can eat for $4.25•5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
A Taste of Home• A home-cooked meal• at the Wilson Center
• $' donation • all are welcome• Eve-y Wednesday.

Daily Mass • -4',) p.m.• at tile Newman Center.
Hall
Movie "It's A Wonderful Life"• 7:00 p.m.•101 Neville
ROC.
and
Board
Union
• Sponsored by The
for
Fernald Snack Bar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar
p.m.
-2:00
a.m.
•
7:00
lunch
and
breakfast
• Wednesday's Express Special: One of BarBar's Breaded
Stuffed Chicken (Cornon bleu or broccoli and cheese)
served with rice pilaf and a medium drink - $3.50.
Women's Center Meeting • Anyone interested in actively working
on feminist IsSueS is welcome!• Every Wednesday
• 12 Noon • Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
information contact Karen Dolan at 581-1420.
Pre-Law Society•7:00 p.m.• All are welcome• Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Lunch Time Adventure Lecture Series •"Cross-Country Ski
Preparation and Waxing"• this workshop will cover proper
base preparation, prepping skis for the baciccountry, and
the "art" of waxing •12:00 noon • FFA Room, Memorial
Union •Sponsored by Maine Bound • Free and open to
the public • For more information call 581-1794.
Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
•"Jewish Women in Poland: Fifty Years after Warsaw
Ghetto Uprising"• with Erica Nadelhaft, Ph.D. Student in
Holocaust Studies, Brandeis University • with Ruth
Nadelhaft, Director of the Honors Program and Professor
of English • 12:15 a.m.-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • All are welcome.

Indians at the University of kAa'ne • All American
atter4 • lo:00 p.m.• FFA Room,
:Mans are er L,Union.
Memorial

Socialist and Marxist Studies Lunch Series •"-he Legacy of
E.'''. Thompson"• 9anel with Professor !.',urton Hatlen,
English, Coordinator•12:20-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge.
Memorial Union •Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist
Studies lnterdisciplinary Concentration, NArAc, the
Memorial Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities.

Wiide Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social Hour 6:30
r tr •7:00 p.m. general meeting •Sutton Louge

The Union Board Meetings • 7:00 p.m.•Peabody Lounge,
Thursday • A are welcome.
—• .
`.'--

Circle K • Every Thursday•
Verrorial union.

Non-Traditional Students(NTS) Coffee Hour • Every Thursday
• V•
- - t,raditional students, relax and enjoy
•
•
-nary•3:15 p.m.• Nutter/Commuter
•-•-- • Co-sponsored by Multicultura
vr.erter for Student Services
a
and

East-West Campus Area Board • Every Thursday•6:00 p.m.
• Woolley Room, DTAV • work on east/west campus
projects• All are welcome •for more information call
James at 581-8455

Fernald Snack Bar • ._ocated in the Fernaid Snack Bar for
breakfast ard lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Th-;-"sdaY
EXpeC555 Special-An open express, call ahead for: today's.
call 581-1404.
Soup Kitchen • Broccoli and Rice au gratin • Nightly
vegetarian meals ire served wth salad, fruit, yoa
coffee, tea and juices.• All you can eat for $4.25
•5:00 -6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Daily Mass•4-45 pm.•at the Newnia.- 2ente-

Intervarsity Chri
• Bangor
call Scott
Daily Mass • 4:4
Fernald Snack B
breakfast
Express 1
grinder) c

Maine Outing CI
• All are

Musics Antigua
17th Cent
scores t;r
for the A
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more irtfc

University of Mi
Hampshi

University of M.
Hampshi

University of IA
• 3:00 F

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9
Cross-Country Ski Club Meeting •;mp,r--i-or-it meetingi
•6:30-7:30 ç - • Davis Room , Memorial Union • FL:more inforrrat .-- -a" 581-7648• hope for snow.

Maine Outing Cit
• All are

Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram'. Horn • 7:30 p.m.
movie followed by Eld- -i-rry Jam (unplugged)
•Free of charge.
p.m.• Totman Room,

20th Century Music Ensemble• Concert at Maine Center for the
Arts•8:00 p.m.• Brought to you by the University of
Maine Department of Music.
Channukah party • ForFac,..Ity, Staff. Students. and Family
•5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.• Lawn Room, Memorial Union • For
more information call 581-1789•Sponsored by Hine.
Tree Lighting Ceremony • with President and Mrs Frederick
Hutchinson and the Orono Campus Ministries•6:00 p.m.
• - front of the Fogler Library• followed by a Menorah
g6-1,ing arid the President's reception in the Peabody Lounge.
a
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10
Maine Outing Club • Afternoon sledding on "suicide" hill in Bangor
• All are welcome • For more information call 581-HIKE.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship • Every Friday right • 7:00 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more information
call Scott at 827-5742 or Mari and Travis at 866-2673.
Daily Mass•4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
Fernald Snack Bar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Friday
Express Special- An open express (often sandwich, 5lb or
grinder) call ahead for today's or to place a take out order.

University of Maine Men's Ice Hockey V5. New Hampshire (non
conference)• 7:30 p.m.•0 Portland, Maine
The Man Who Came to Dinner "Kaufman and Hart's classic
American Comedy... Drawn from life, critic Alexander
Wollcott, Noel Coward and Harpo Marx are among the
models for this motley collection. With romance, slapstick,
blackmail and a mummy case, who could ask for anything
more?" Directed by Norman Wilkinson • 8:00 p.m.
• Hauck Auditorium • Admission: Free with UM student ID,
$7 others • For more information call the Maine Center for
the Arts Box Office at 581-1755.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11
Maine Outing Club • Winter overnight campout on ChickHill
• Ail are welcome • For more information call 581-HIKE.
the
Musica Antigua rsoIn •"Embark on a fascinating trip, back to
ing
perform
17th Centuary with Musics Antiqua Koln...
scores by Mozart and Harder•8:00 p.m.• Maine Center
for the Arts• Ticket prices: Students: $17, orchestra; $15
For
balcony• This is also a comprehensive fee fund event •
55.
581-17
at
Office
Box
MCA
the
more information call
New
University of Maine Women's I ndoorlOutdoor Track vs.
Hampshire • 12 Noon • University of Maine Fieldhouse.
New
University of Maine Men's Indoor/Outdoor Track vs.
ouse.
Fieldh
Hampshire • 12 Noon • University of Maine
sty
University of Maine Men's Swimming V5. Boston Univeri
• 3:oc r.m.• eb Boston.
Island •1:00 pm
University of Maine Men's Basketball vs. Rhode
-on.
0
• Alfond Arena,

ota Dial

University of Maine Women's Bariketball • in the Minnes
Classic •6:00 p.m.•0 M nneapolis, Minnesota.
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and
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • with soda, nuchies,
$3
ID;
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SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12
Mass at the
Newman Center Worship Schedule • 9:30 a.m.
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Worship and Celebration •followed by a light
• Wilson Center•5:00 p.m.• Every Sunday.
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University of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs.
•2:00 p.m.• Alfond Arena, Orono.
bring some holiday joy
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 13
Soup Kitchen • Ternpeh Tacos • Nightly vegetarian meals are
served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices
• All you can eat for $4.25•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Daily Mass•445 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
Monday Night Football• At the Bear's Pen • Watch the game on
the big screen T.V.• Win a tailgate party: a case of coke.
a case of Lays' chips, 24 Jordan hot dogs and rolls
•994 food specials start at 8:00 p.m.
Maine Council for Debate • Open meetings every Monday
•500 p.m.• Thomson Honors Center• Anyone interested
in debate is welcome • No experience is necessary • For
more information call Jennifer Perkins at 8,66-5946.
Fernald Snack Dar• Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -200 p.m.• Monday
Express Special- An alternating Italian entree.
The AIDS Quilt has come to the University of Maine• Names of
the people who have died of AIDS will be read continuously
throughout each day (13,14,805)•9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
• godwell Lounge. Maine Center for the Arts• If you are
interested in signing up for a half-hour shift to read the
names of these people, please call Sandy Caron at 5813138•Co-sponsored by The University of Maine AIDS and
HIV Awareness Committee and the Eastern Maine AIDS
Network.
University of Maine Men's Basketball vs. Central Connecticut
•
r - • lfond Arena. Orono.

ASAP Media Services is a
student run communications
cooperative. For over five years we
have pushed the communcation
barriers in our attempt to offer the
beet and latest in desktop publishing and multimedia presentation
services. Our facility promotes a
creative atmosphere of
cooperative learning and production. Twenty students from various
backgrounds and studies work
together on design jobs for the
University community as well as
sharing their knowledge with those
who wish to do their own design
work. If you are a faculty member,
call us up anytime to find out
group
student
or
administrator,
.
resources
ASAP's
access
how you can
ASAP is also in search of students who would like to
explore their creative talents by becoming a member of this
dynamic group. ASAP provides a unique arid invaluable exr,rto any with a drive for c-eative experimentation. If you have evc,-1,
study. work merit, or a-e interested in an internship, give us a
call. We'll give you the opportunity to fly wherever your imaginatior

A

MEDIA SERVICES

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14

•Religious Stu(

Believi

Make a
Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC)•
• Every
Lounge
Totman
•
difference today•5:00 p.m.
Tuesday.

lo the Editor:

Lentils • Nightly

Soup Kitchen • curried Cauliflower on
vegetarian meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee,
tea and juices.• All you can eat for $4.25
•5:00 - 6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
work with us on
Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC)• Come
the issues• Every Tuesday•4:00 p.m.• In the Maples.
General Student Senate • Every Tuesday•6:00 p.m.•107
Corbet t • II students welcome.

New

Fernald Snack Bar • Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch •7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m.• Tuesday
Express Special- An alternating Mexican entree.
Black Dear Mountain Miters• Group rides• Every Wednesday
and Tuesday•3:00 p.m.•Starts at Hilltop Field • All are
welcome
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m.•3rd floor chapel. Memorial
r • Every Tuesday.
UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
welcomes all who are interested • Every Tuesday •7:00 p.m
•106E Lord Hall.
Daily ,viass•4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
Students for Life• A pro-life group on campus•7:00 p.m.
• Totman Lounge, Memorial Union.
The AIDS Quilt has come to the University of Maine • Names of
the people who have died of AIDS will be read continuously
throughout each day (13,14,&15)•9:00 a.m.-400 p.m.
• Bodivell Lounge, Maine Center for the Arts•If you are
interested in signing up for a half-hour shift to read the
names of these people, please call Sandy Caron at 5e13138•Co-sponsored by The University of Maine AIDS and
HIV Awareness Committee and the Eastern Maine AIDS
Network.

Looking Ahead..,
Maine Bound Climbing Competition •The first of a five-part climbing
competition was held on November 5th•The Memorial Union
climbing gym competitions will continue, and Maine Bound
encourages you to participate• Look for more climbing
competitions next semester•Entry fees are $DOIsenes,
or $10.00/event•For more information on the ciimting wall Or
on upcoming competitions call the Maine Bound office at 581,794.

takes you.
at the University of Maine It is a student-run
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASA° Media Ser%,:-es for students
. It offers free listings for all student-related events and
calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual programs
services; Write the date, time, place, cost (if any). and a short descripactivities. If you have something going on. take advantage of our
nurnbe- Send all submissions or questions in the direction of Kim
tion of the event. Also attach your organization's name and
581-4359. The deadline is the Friday before the listings
Roberts, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at
appear.
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ResponsePage
•Religious Studies in jeopardy

Believing that religion should stay on campus
lo the Editor
It looks as though the actions of the University of Maine academic administrators
have disappointed me once again, and this
time I find it hits rather close to home It
seems as though the administration dots not
think too highly of our Philosophy Department, and a situation has arisen that has
caused certain decisions to he made which I
am convinced are not in the hest interest of
this institution. That is, of course, assuming
quality education is still considered top pnonty.
The Philosophy Department at UMaine
exists today in fear of total elimination
The department, which currently consists
of fiVe teaching faculty (four men and one
woman), for years has given its majors the
option of a departmental concentration in
Religious Studies Approximately one third
of philosophy majors at(Maine opt for the
Religious Studies concentration, which offers an excellent alternative to the normal
philosophy curricula to all who partake.
and an essential opportunity for many Religious Studies within the Philosophy Department has for years offered courses which
provide completely unique perspectives on
religion,(unmatched by any anthropology.
psychology. English. or sociology courses). such as Women and Religion. Buddhism. Hinduism. Anciant Greek Bell vion

Natise Amencan Religion, and Ways of
Understanding the Bible, just to name a
few Having these courses available to the
philosophy major who has a conzentration
in Religious Studies, or as electives for
majors in other fields is completely essential in providing cultural diversity for the
academic environment here at the amazingly homogeneous UMaine. A professor
teaching Religious Studies has recently resigned, however, and the Philosophy Department is planning on doing away with
Religious Studies all together
l'nfortunately, following last spring's
threat of a merge with the English Ikpartment, in order to keep its autonomy. the
Philosophy Department feels as though it
needs to hire its replacement staff in other
areas of interest rather than in Religious Studies. It is felt that more courses in ethics
(there is one professor within the department who specializes in ethics now are needed in order to aid students pnmanly in other
disciplines outside of philosophy. The university cannot afford to hire both a Religious Studies specialist and an ethics specialist It is in both the Philosophy Department's and the administration's hest interests to only hire the latter
I feel that there is much reason to dispute
this. Firstly, by dropping Religious Studies,
the teen) Philosophy Ikpartment will he
decreasing its Mall its b% one third which

will make it even teenier in sire, which gives
administration all the more reason to continue to ignore the department's needs, and
deplete its budget. By adding more ethics
courses, there V. ill be more room for the
remaining philosophy majors to spread themselves about, creating teenier classes yet.
Small class discussions are good, but low
registration is bate for cuts. This leads me to
believe that dropping the Religious Studies
concentration is dangerous to the department's existence
Secondly, by dropping the departmental
concentration of Religious Studies, the majority of the courses which exist as part of
the interdisciplinary concentration of Religious Studies ss ill disappear, which will mean
the entire interdisciplinary concentration will
haye to cease to exist as well.
Thirdly, a university Which lacks a Religious Studies program arid potentially land
virtually!) lacks a philosophy program all
together pow ides less for the perspective
student, and thus looks inferior in comparison with most state university schools in the
United States. Who wants to come to
l'Maine. from, say. New Ilampshire(where
I grew up right next to t'NW,when there
are other schools that are, to he quite frank,

second to none How many times in a week
does a student leave class literally with a
smile either from a lecture or discussion'?
How often is one astounded by what she or
he has learned in class'? The courses in Religious Studies offer a great deal more than
just comparative analysis of sacred literature. They give us rare opportunities to examine cultures from their own uniqae perspectives and world views, and they allow
us a chance to try to understand how these
cultures stew meaning in their lives as human beings In addition to that, they provide
different angles to look at our own cultures
and selves, and how we view meaning in
contemporary Western society. In my opinion, P.eligious Studies is the single most
important part of this institution, not just for
me (for if it had not been for the Religious
Studies program here. I surely would have
transferred), hut for the 1.1nisersity of Maine
as a center of cultural diversity and episte-

better
And lastly, I must add from my own
exrenence. the courses offered in religious
alidies in the past here at UMaine have been

mological growth
I am advocating that the decision to drop
Religious Studies he reconsidered I am sure
that with some senous thought and dedication. something can he worked out that will
is it deny the students at this institution the
rare and wonderful benefits of a concentration in Religious Studies
1 atum Gale
Senior Philosophy Major

•Bobbitt

Passing judgments will not hold up in court
lo the Editor:
I feel compelled to respond to DLP's
commentary entitled "Disarming the Cnminal- due to my perception that tt smacks
of typical feminist "male-hashing- sentiment
Try as you ma'.. DUP. to keep your
objectisity in check with words like "alleged" and "assuming". it's painfully obvious that, in your eyes. this man is guilts.
though proven innocent.
Of course, we won't know it this man
really raped his wife. However, that is
why our justice system equips each trial
case with an "impartial jury on one's
peers." which I'm positive must have
included at least a few women (or we

would have heard the screams around
the world!) Gender notwithstanding, it
is an unfortunate thing when the thought
processes of our jurors are secondguessed The supposed excuses you offer suggest that they were incapable of
assuming the task at hand We must remember that these people are mature
adults who are instructed to distinguish
fact from opinion and bias
Your statement that this act was a "premuch
ventative measure" does not lend
credence to the popular theor) that rape is
It
3 crime of violence, and not of sex.
sounds like a dangerous message to he
sending out His "rape" could have occurred with any object. bodily or otherwise. Cutting oft his penis may base insti-

•Revolting column

Liberalism unchecked
1

the htiltor

in Dec issue of The Haim Cam
ex au% Matt Wickenheiser (city editor
in
column,
e
incredibl
an
'email wrote
which he soberly advocated a "bloody rea
alution" against consers ativea anti the murder of one man — Ruch Limhaugh - by
hanging
wasIt
distressing to ee2t1 such a v itdent
last ist diatnhe in a newspaper affiliated
with the I, niversita of Maine Would the

to
university base allowed a commentary
hanging at
he published, calling for thc
ot
Hillar) Clinton aati the extermination
liberals'
The time has come for people of conscience to remember the words of Martin
Neimoller and take a stand against "skin
for
head" type bullies, before they come
us
Gary Falls
Old Town

gated a more vicious attack, not prevented
further attacks, as you suggest. Also, these
are hardly analogous situations ... for one,
removing a gun does not cause physical
injury, but more importantly. we do not
cut off one's fingers for committing theft
or one's hands for committing assault.
What 3 barbaric society We would he'
Unfortunately, many rapes and sexual
assaults do occur, hut we are hearing more
and more frequently about false accusations, particularly in the area of child sexual abuse To dismiss this possibility, particularly after a subject has been acquitted
of such a cnme, is unfair to any who may
actually he innocent It may he that John
Wayne had had an atTair, and this was his
wife s act ot reaenge Maybe the affair

was imagined All sorts of scenarios may
enter an inquisitiie mind. However, we
can only go on what a jury has determined. Not guilty And for the sake of
many decent men in the country who reI we must stop asally exist, trust me
suming that when a woman yells "rape"
that it is automatically true, and not allow
that woman to take the law into her own
hands. as Lorena Bobbin did. Let the jurors do their job, trust them to do it correctly. and accept their lodgment as the
hest one that could he made If we can't do
that. then we can hardly expect them to
return many "guilty" verdicts, either
Maynard Jalben
Old Town

Opinion outlet
Letters to the Editor:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A,5743 Lord Hall,

Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions on the basis of length, taste and
libel.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

EntertainmentP

Byfifut

By Mike Smith

Step up to the Mike

For Wednesday, December 8
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Your sharp intellect and passion for the
arts and sciences is at war with an innate
tendency towards inactivity. Staying young
in mind and body takes the sting out of
your golden years. A passionate nature
should he indulged, but moderation is still
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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Your I
Horosl
Atrial
For Thursday, D
IF TODAY IS VOL
Practical skills are needei
your career off the ground
sparkle with potential, y
hands dirty to make (her
derlust is your constant
mg you from one place t
pline and directed actiori
your success.

ARIES(March 2I—April 19): People
you meet now have a big role to play in
your destiny Valuable professional skills
can be acquired through personal contacts.
Work them to your ads antage

ARIES (March 21aces appear in your soc
flaps you are seeing old
light. New beginnings an

TAURUS (April 20—May 20): An
optimistic frame of mind has you looking to the future with hope and a firm
plan of action. A goal draws within easy

TAURUS (April 20ability to express your f
enhanced now . What is
you'll be understood by
most.

reach.
GEMINI(May 2I—June 201: Powerful empathy helps you get inside the thoughts
and motivations of friends and associates.
Move toward a richer understanding

Hobbes

by Bill VVatterson
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FoxTrot

by Bill Amend

CANCER (June 21
poor choice of words cc
chill on your love rela
must fight, fight fair. IN
quarrels.

1.E0 duly 23—August 22): Play a tia
tient. crafty game. and look tor ways to bypass the obstructions of a stubborn co-work
er A confident attitude deflects criticism.

EEO(July /3—Atege
your plans. expect them
upended later in the day F
to change course at the la

Ilttal (August 23—September 22):
the chance to %owe your opinion on at:
important topic should not he passed up
The reaction of loved ones will surprise

VIRGO(August 23Be open to the unusual
friend, since valuable
come from the most in
(ions today.

LIBRA (September 23—October
22): If you count es cry step. it will be a
%cry long journey There•s no hurry ing
some things. Try to relax and entoy the

1.111RA (September
Although logic and rea
among your strongest as
any sudden flashes of int
rek er 5e TWIN

pox-es'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22—Dec. 21):
'tour charm and social skills are needed to
loosen up a tense colleague so you can
stork together They need to feel they can
trust VOU

FoxTrot

by Bill Amend
I "156.•••••• a Amens hon h...

--

..,. ula.

,

CANCER (June 21—July 221: Repressed anger bursts into the open at work
'low Team efforts are s ery productive. but
loud arguments are part of the picture

SCORPIO (October 23—Nov. 211:
I rouble seldom travels alone More often
? han not, it accompanies certain people
'stay away from those who create problems
tor you
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t'APR1CORN (Dec. 22—Jan. 19): An
associate could stir up trouble in your per
sonsl life if you gise them half a chance
(seep your secrets to sourself
AQ1 ARIUS(January 20—Feb. 111):
\ friend could use a shoulder to lean on
this afternoon lend this person the use
of yours, you have experience that can
help
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Your Daily
Horoscope
A1111111111111111111
For Thursday, December 9

rtainmentP
Doonesbury

BY CiAHHY TRUDEAU

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Practical skills are needed if you are to get
,llir career off the ground. While your ideas
sparkle with potential, you must get your
hands dirty to make them a reality. Wanderlust is your constant companion, leading you from one place to the next. Discipline and directed actions ate the keys to
sour success.

le

ARILS (March 21—April 19): Ne55
faces appear in your social circle, or perhaps you are seeing old friends in a nevi.
light New beginnings are realized
TAURUS (April 20—May 20): Your
ability to express your feelings is greativ
enharw-ed now. What is even better is that
sou'll be understood by those who matter
most

us

.5

;0ork

13-

GEMINI (May 21—June 20): Offer
,in5 suggestions you can to a struggling
friend. Often the best advice you can give
,‘ to seek more expert help.
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CANCER (June 21—July 22): A
poor choice of words could put an arctis
chill on your love relationship. If you
must fight, fight fair Don't resurrect old
quarrels.
LEO(July J3—August 22): Whatever
your plans, expect them to he completely
upended later in the day Re flexible enough
to change course at the last minute

New York Times Daily Crossword
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VIRGO(August 23—September 22):
Re open to the unusual suggestions of a
tnend, since valuable information can
:time from the most informal conversations today.
LIBRA (September 23—thrtober 22):
Although logic and reason are normally
Among your strongest assets, follow rip on
ins sudden flashes of intuition Of ESP 5 oil
re.eise now.

Ile
ms

.st'ORM) tOctober 23—Nov. 211:
Diplomacy is essential at home, school and
work today. Volunteer good ideas, but ofter critical comments in private
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SAGITTARIUS(Nos.. 22—Der. 211:
Greater rapport with your loved one can
he achieved through the use of astrological principles. A true meeting of the
minds.
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4Q1'ARIUS(Januar) 20—teb. IR):
lunch hour to finish personal
The sooner oil take ate of
',1eni, the better oil you are Resist
ra,tInation
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Personal Astrology Consultations 1) Telephone
Call 1400-7,6-3063 to talk 1 -on - 1 with • professional astrologer about your

To brine a correction to our at
at Sal
tention. contact the I•ditor
1271 between the hours of 9 am
office in
and won. or stop hi the
the basement of

I.ord

Hall.

personal rsorteenk - love and compatability, work, money. career.

relationships. family
tape or computer message Astmlogers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening at a cost of 82 99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FFLEF. You must be 18 or older Call
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1-1100-711-30316.
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Hearing

from page 1

212 Rental Unit Occupancy Permit. This
ordinance is aimed at regular inspection of
rental properties in Orono to ensure renter
and public.safety and welfare Renting without the permit could leave landlords open to
csi penalties including fines.
Resident Gary Furbish llama the orththlfiCeti
"Every single person in ow neighbor-

hood has a host of horror stories," Furbish
said in reference to had experiences he and
neighbors have experienced v.ith UMaine
students
Furbish lives on North Main Street
He went on to say that if landloids are not
going hi police the mael v es. than the Council
should do it just like they would with any
other business

Hamlin Street Resident Paul Schroeder
has some reservations about the ordinances
"I don't want to support something that
is going to put someone, who is trying. in a
difficult position," Schroeder said. He said
this in reference to the Occupancy Permit
ordinance
Schroeder does not NN ant to punish all
landlords in order to get at the had. and.

Thibodeau

from page 1

ing drugs, since there was no other way
they could have done it legally He said the
only person named on the vourant v. as
Koresh, who had been seen and could have
been arrested outside the complex.
Thihodeau said he believes they did
not so much want Korrsh, as a raid to
supplement upcoming budget cuts. He
maintained that people behind the decision
should be made liable for their actions and
described the entire incident as"unconstitutional and the biggest tragedy in American history."
lie aiticized the fact that only FBI ageno
were present at the Congreasional hearings
and those closely involved were not He said,
"Journalism is not about putting out rumors
It is about getting facts. lt is anvoine that they
did not allow our VOICe to te heani."
rtalvichmu said he kit that ivstiorti
with FBI Speinal Agana war working and that
peopie wenslowly leaving Moue.Carnet He
i masted the sialemixt thatBnanch
ass wanted all ATE *gem dead was false
Ile said if that were the case, no A a
officer would ha ye left the compound alive
As for the charge that"cull" members were

ready to battle, he said his friend had died
with a piece of french toast in his hand. He
was ready for breakfast, not battle, Thibodeau said.
Re I i ving the events oftheday,Thibode.au
quotes ATF agents saying on the radio that
80 shots had been fired from the complex
and none returned."My heart dropped to my
stomach,- he said. He said he had heard no
shots and be realized then, that ATF agents
were planning something terrible
Thitxidieau mentioned a recent discovery that ATF agents had called Parker Memorial Hospital that fateful morning to inquire about the amount of beds to the bum
unit. However he said there bad been no
mention of expected suicide
Thibodeau ienied the Justice Department • s
reports that maiden had started the fire,
questioned the independence of the fire lavesugaux who, he said, had been three :ears out
of the fire investiganota s licanaon office anti
whose wife was mil a secretary there.
Also, before the mint could come out,
T'hibodeati said, the government hadthe
grounds bulkkzaa and the evidencedestroyed
-The truth will WNW be known," he wkied

llibodeau insisted Koresh was not a
fanatic, but merely gave things a different
perspective. His beliefs, he said, were "not
didactic, not indoctrination, but a study.Thibodeau disproved the claim that Koresh never intended to complete the Revelation ofthe Seven Seals by displaying a copy
of the First Seal, which escaped the fire.
He admitted there was no simple answer to how the Seven Seals tied in with the
tragedy but insisted it would impress am one who read it. Hesaid people were scared
of the Revelation and had no knowledge of
the Seven Seals. However, there existed
one person who had the wisdom and the
divine inspiration to decode them
After the talk, laza Soderberg. a senior
journalism major,said -Something powerful happened to me." He said a lot of what
he had learned in his journalism classes
about need for fairness were exptessed by
Thitaideau.
He believed Thibodeau had become a
victim of unfair reporting and was intelligent, liberal and riot a religious fanatic.
He said the talk kindled his interest in the
trials.

since ordinances cannot docnminate, they
would affect all landlords.
The university stands behind the two
ordinances
"We are unanimously in favor of the
passing of these ordinances," Dr. Robert
Dana said He was at the hearing representing ',Maine
Dana added that failure to adopt these
ordinances would allow the problem to continue
UMaine, and its fraternity and sorority
houses, would he exempt from these ordinances.
Park Street resident Bob Virtue daid he
does not think the fraternity and sorority
houses should be excluded.
"I think it should be applicable to everyrental unit in the town toensure uniformity,"
Virtue said lie also believes this would
make enforcement easier
Three liMaine students attended the
meeting of 50-plus people.
Student Senator Jim Gray took issue
with the blind coverage the ordinance would
provide He went on to say that all students
would be affected in the process of getting at
the had students. If the ordinance is to be
fair, it needs to be worked on, he added.
The majority of those opposed to the
ordinances agreed with Gray. If the ordinances were to be passed, they would have
to be worked on first With some clarifications, the ordinances may be acceptable.
'Those who favor the ordinances conceded they could use some clarifications, but
they stand behind passing the them. Something must be done, and they believe the
ordinances will work toward solving the
problem.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
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The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake..,make it
a Vivarin night!
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Revive with VIVARIN:
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• The Arts Forum is accepting applications for more
reviews next semester. Just send a sample review
with name and phone number
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What's
new on the
arts scene!
In the Near Future:
u Wonderful Life." 7
Musk:
p.m.. Wednesday. Dec. 8. 101 Neville
Hall Admission.
Book signing: by Fern Stem featuring her newest book. "Once Upon a
Farm." 11:30 a m.-1:30 p.m.. Thursday,
Dec. 9. University Bookstore Free.
Concert: 20th Century Music Ensemble, part of the Department of Music
performance series, 8 p.m.. Thursday,
Dec 9, Maine Center for the Arts. Free.
Classical MCA: Musics Antigua
KoIn. S p m. Saturday. Dix. I I • Manioc
Center for the Arts. Admission.
Pre-MCA: Preconcen preview by
Div id Klock°,7 p.m.,Saturday,Dec. II.
Bodwell Dining Area. Free.
Concert: Yultide Concert, part of the
Department of Music performance series. 3 p.m., Sunday. Dec.12, Maince
Center for the Arts. Admission.

On-going arts and
entertainment:
'The Man Who Came to Dinner," a
Maine Masque Theatre production directed by Norman Wilkinson, 13 p.m.
Dec. 10-11. Dec. 17-18. 2 p m. Dec_ 12,
Dec 16. Dec 19, Hauck Auditonum.
Admission.
Mame Panels orate Names Project the National AIDS Quilt Project will be
on display 9 an: 4 p.m. Dec 13-15,
Bodwell Dining Area. Maine Center for
the AM,sponsored by the UMaine AIDS
Task Form and the Eastern Maine AIDS
Network.
Family Ladies Educational Poster
Eihtbit, offered by the Department of
Human Development and Family Studies. Dec, 1S-17, Memorial Union lobby.
"Penobirot Say Scribers."a UM aine
Museum of Art exhibit. Dec.6-Jan. 17,
Hole in the Gallery. Memoriai Union.
"Bobby Chitraker," a UMaine Mumat Art exhibit, Doc. 1 -Jan. 3. Carnegie Gallery, Cainegie Hall.
Sense ofPli.:re." a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Nov.4-Jan. 17,Hauck
.kuditorturn Gallery, Memorial Union.
Callan Fest' A LIMaine Museum
of Art exhibit. through Ian 3 Fogler
Library exhibition cases.
'Inuit ;mares: Their Life lluratglt Tifitsi•
Art
Hudson Museum ethita: of comernnotary laws prints and ,areiego provides a
look at the chants in trachtioaa! He and the
political. natal and economic ISIlles that face
inuu people today, through March 13, Marie
Ceraw for the Ans.
'The Art Inside. an exhibit of works
by survivors of dui&:vat actual abuse,
on display in the 1.04ause Museum of
Art, Carnegie Hall. through January
TGIF Music, every: Friday. noon,
Bangor Lounge, Union.
Movies frixn bats every Monday.
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville
Maine Review Poetry Readings. first
Tuesday of every month. Rain's Horn.
Movie and Live Music every Thursday, 7:30 p.m , Ram's Horn

Getthe Picture&
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
When ,on combrie the talentsoftwoofthe
most famous male figures in Hollywood today, you would expect a near perfect movie to
he the result. That's exactly a hat you get with
the Kevin Costner, Clint Eastwood drama"A
Perfect World."
"A Perfect World.- set in 1963. centers
around the events following Costner's character Butch Haynes' escape from a Huntsville
prison in Texas. Haynes :Vas sentenced to 40
years for aimed robbery. Hot on the trail of
Haynes is Texas Ranger Red Garnett played
by Eastwood. and a team of deputies, includmg a criminologist played by Laura [)em
Soon after Haynes and prison mate Tens
Pugh, played by Keith Sotrabajka. make
their escape from Huntsville, they are nearly
apprehended when they make an attempt to
exchange v chicle,in a small community near
the prison. This close call comes as the result
of F'ugh's attempt to rape a woman in the
town
Haynes emphatically disapproves of his Kevin Costner stars as escaped convict Butch Haynes in "A Perfect World.'
fellow convict's harassment ofthe woman and (Courtesy photo)
puts an abrupt end toll v ia his foot to l'ugh's
many of his actions seem almost Justified For
head. Due to the commotion caused by the porturuty to give the boy a walk on the wild
Haynes shows he has an especially
example.
not
is
Phillip
run
the
on
are
two
the
while
side
and Pugh are forced
incident.however.Has
of short fuse a henever he witnesses a child being
to take the woman's eight-year-old boy hos- allowed to celebrate hi iliday s or Horsy many
to children physically abused The one murder Haynes
tage in orckr to insure their successful exit the other activities that are common
commits in the t00% ie. when he shoots fellow
his age
from the town
the escaped convict Pugh, comes as the result of
all
of
list
a
make
to
Phillip
tells
Haynes
between
develops
that
The relationship
Haynes' Pugh's attempt to sexually abuse Phillip
Haynes and the young hostage Phillip Perry:. things he never was allowed to do
Throughout the movie Costner's character
these wishes adds a
of
some
fulfill
to
attempt
of
axe
the
becomes
Lowther.
Ti.
by
played
the audience to make their own judgforces
example,
For
film
the
to
touch
comical
the film's plot It is through this relationship
is fulfilled ments about a here the line is between right
that the audience realizes the common cam- lip's desire to nde on a miler coaster
w hen Haynes gives Phillip a ride on the top of and wrong, and about when it is okay to do
*tines of both of the characters
wrong things for nght reasons
Hay-nes had a very traumatic childhood, a stolen station wagon
Eastwood. who directed the film, has a
in his career
ground
new
tweaks
Costner
the
left
who
father
abusive
an
which included
small role in "A Perfect World- as
fairly
is
the
not
Here
Haynes
of
portrayal
his
with
family when Haynes was guile young, and a
compared to Costner Eastw raid plays his Texmother who worked in a brothel and eventual- good guy image we have seen in past Costner
of Dreams- or -The as Ranger character with the similar tough guy
ly committed suicide_ Haynes tries to ensure films such as "Field
World- Costner image that we hay e seen in his past films, but
Perfect
"A
In
that Phillip, who was also deserted by his Bah guard
of a gtiod guy it still works
cornea
hat
with
guy
bad
a
plays
hardsame
the
of
some
father, dots not face
Eastwood's character. Garnett is not only
twist.
ships he encountered growing up.
does commit crimes
character
Costner's
family
a
from
PERFECT WORLD on page 19
slimes
See
Phillip
that
fact
The
car theft in the film, but
of Jehovah'. Witnesses adds to Haynes' op- such as murder and

New Out On Tape
' By Mark
Dehmlow
Staff Writer
With half of the holiday season over and second half on the way. I saw it only fit to watch
a new video release that had to do with ChnstBenson's Chnstmas Carol" pros-es
tna.s
Jim Henson's imagination and spirit will live
although his physical body is gone This is
certainly not a movie to miss this season
'Jime lionson's Christmas Carol- is basically a recount of the classic tale *mien by
Charles Dickens,but with &catch the moppets
play the characters
G0fIZo is Charles Dickens, the orriniscieni
narrator, who is acaimparued by his sidekick
Rizzo the Rat
Tte story, for the two or three of you out
there who aren't familiar with it goes as follows Ebuseezer SatiogetMichael Caine)is a

man oonsurned by avarice and the only thing Ice He was not only a genius who changed the
that affects his life is money: Bob Cratchit history of puppeting but he created thought
Kermit the Frog)is his faithful and underpaid and characters that continue to stand the test of
employee, who ha,- his own problems in life. time, death and generation gaps.
All of the old characters are in this collabbut is always high in spin! as he finds joy in a
oration of music and subtle humor,including
non-material sense
Scrooge is visited to his old partners Jacob characters from other Henson projects,such as
and Robert Marley , who warn him about his Sesame Street and Frank Rock This film is
afterlife and the chains he is building for a wonderful piece of nostalgia,that will not fail
himself He is told that he will he visited by to make you smile
"Jim Haan-in'c Christmas Carol- has all the
three ghosts who will to, to help him see the
old talents that made the Mupret Show.
ertor of his ways and make him a better person
Frank Or who was renvinsible for a great
Scrooge is then v iuted by the slants who
of the personahoes when the show fust
number
those
life,
in
things
teach him about the finer
this and the talents
that don't result from money.. and the Tint of aired rnany moons ago With
the season through Scnioge's own family, of renown actor Micheal Caine. iii'. found that
this film is galaxies away frorn disappointing
Bob Crab:hit. and Scoasge himself
If you feel uneasy about watching a chilWith the kiss of Jim Henson] th'sught the
film,then kick yourself away in a room
dren's
depressed
which
moppets were through with,
But
me bemuse they were a milestone in my with this mosie and don't tell your friends
like
smile
you
make
will
it
because
it
atch
w
was
do
Henson
that
ed
pro%
film
This
childhood.
more brilliant than most people credited turn it dal hen you were a child. les a great film.
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By leaf Tardif
Staff Writer
The Psyclese Rangers
Feel Nice
World Domination
The band is the Psyclone Rangers. The
sound is punk psychobilly The feel is nice.
he Psyclone Rangers take from the past
and mix in the present to give the listener a
future in rock'n'roll
Rooted in the punk rock ethos of the
'90s. and taking from the rockabilly and
'60s guitar sound,the Ps'.clone Rangers tear
up the speakers of ones stereo to deliver a
pummeling of the senses
Haling from the post-apocalv ptic Industn al Age Allentown. this four member unit.
compnsed of Jonathan Valaina vocals: Scot
13-antler. guitar, P R Behler, bass. and Jamie
Knerr.drums.offers tv.el v e ofthe freshest and
most well-produced chaotic songs in alternative music histor% The production of "Feel
Nice- was trAde easier hs the assistance of
some big names in the music industry
The clear and concise sound was captured by David Ogilvie 101 Skinny Puppy)
and the executive producer was none other
than World Domination's v en ow n Dave
Allen of Low Pop Suicide fame The influence of these individuals is present in the
Psyclone Rangers patented rockabilly -onacid wall of noise. One can onl% imagine the
live show
The tracks range from straight oui punk

rock monsters to low key grinds that break
into a guitar solo-lest The disc opener is
titled, "I Wanna Be Jack Kennedy." and
could turn sonic heads in the censorship
circuit if the band has any success. A rough
track, the recording allows the listener a
glimpse into the live sound of the Rangers.
Definitely one of the disc's stronger tracks.
"Spinnin' My Head." pokes fun at Elvis
and the legend that remains."Chnstie Indecision" and "I Feel Nice," two of the longer
tracks. bring the intensity down a notch, but
still the Psyclone Rangers sound remains
intact
Black Francis influenced vocals crash
into the musical worlds of groups such as The Psyclone Rangers feel nice on their latest album.(Courtesy photo.)
The Reverend Horton Heat. Shadowy Men
A Like the (ow boy Junkies sound on say if "Black Eyed Man- was any more
On A Shadowy Planet, The Cramps and their new forlorn. moody and atmosphenc mellow than "Pale Sun. Crescent Moon," I
other '50s rockabilly influenced groups, to offenng entitled "Pale Sun.Crescent Moon." might has e slipped into a coma while listencreate a new niche for revved-up rockabilly
The Cow boy Junkies deliver to the world ing toil I'm glad I happened upon this one.
in the ears of the music busing public
of music an album comparable to REM
>n the other hand,if one's musical tastes
If straight up rock • n •roll with a histoncal meets 10,000 Maniacs on horse tranquilliz- lean toward a mellow rolling bluesy atmotwist and top-of-the-line sound is important ers_ Slow down the pace for this one.
sphenc tune or disc, then look no further. I
to you,then start to "Feel Nice." with a band
Don't look for any upbeat songs in this found the music ben suited to relax with
that is here to play music without all the collection Even when the Junkies "kick out before the nightly sojourn Into slumber
filler. The Psy clone Rangers
the jams.- the songs are restrained by the near
Margo's voice is silky and sensuous and
ethereal vocals of Margo Timmins.!believe caresses one's ears into submission_ The
Cowboy .1u-ides
this to he the reason for the case of narcoiepsy other two Timmins brothers, Michael on
Pale Sun, Crescent Moon
I suffeml while listening to this disc.
guitar and Peter on drums, are joined by
RCA/BMG
The bio stated The Cowboy Junkies left Alan Anton on bass to round out the quartet.
Q How does one feel driving the lone behind the country mood of their last effort.
Sec HEADSPINS on page 19
highway on a rainy Sunday afternoon?
"Black Eyed Man.- for more of an edge I
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From the Bookshelf
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Star Wars was a phenomena that captured the imaginations of millions The three films have
become classics that parents will introduce
to their children for years and years to
come. George Lucas, creative genius behind the whole Star Wars universe, has
promised more in the series of sci-fi movies that have defined the popular movie in
the past twenty years_
A few years ago,a sort ofsequel emerged
in bookstores with the release of Timothy.
Latin's "Heir to the Empire." which became
an instant bestsel;er satisfying a waiting
audience The book promised two others to
follow that would make another trilogy for
Luke, Han. and Leta
'-Dark Force Rising" followed a year
after "Heir to the Empire." In Zahn's last
entry in the trilogy, "The Last Command'Bantam Books),he concludes his own twist
of the Star Wars universe, but fails to obtain

the Saturday matinee style of the movies.
is more her story, as the films were Luke's
fhe beginning of the saga deals with the But Zahn doesn't give her the adequate
remains of the Impenal fleet that was all space to tell her story fully.
but destroyed by Luke Skywalker and
This trilogy has introduced it's own charfriends in the movies A new admiral has acters to eaist along side the familiar heroes
emerged as the ruler of the Empire,and has of the movies. Both "Heir to the Empire'
recruited the talents of the last known Jedi and "Dark Force Rising" were successful
other than Skywalker The admiral has the with interacted the old characters with the
grand plan of creating clones on the Em- new, with neither really having a more imperor's little-known hide-away in order to portant role than the other Zahn's third
obtain a large enough army to crush the book seems to fail with the mix of characNew Republic, who were the rebels of the ters. His own characters that he created for
movies_ This new republic must destroy the books seem to be the main point of the
the last of the Imperials before they can trilogy. Han,Luke,znd Lela are used only to
draw in an audience
produce a sizable army.
This disguised sequel only exists in the
Along with a new introduction to a new
villain, there is also other characters found same universe as Lucas's "Star Wars," uswithin the pages of this trilogy. The most ing the more famous characters from it to
intriguing is Mara Jade. who has a personal tell it's own story, which has a close resemvendetta against Luke Skywalker. She, too, blance to the basic story of the films
Fans will definitely devour "The Last
has the power of the force, and takes Luke's
place as the main character as the trilogy Command"to curb their hunger for more of
ends. She can only be described as his darker the story of Luke Skywalker Until another
alter ego, who doesn't approach situations "Star Wars" film is made, they will have to
in the same lawfully good way. The trilogy settle for this weak sequel

Perfect World

from page 17

an important factor to the plot of the movie
because he is in pursuit of Hayes, but also
because he plays a role in Haynes' past.
Garnett was the arresting officer when
llaynes was first sent to prison as a juvenile
At the time. Garnett recommended a harsh
sentence Eastwood's character believed
Haynes would straighten his life out better
behind bars, however,the decision backfired
and Haynes instead learned to become a
career criminal in prison.
Throughout the film. Garnett seems to
regret the decision and becomes somewhatof
a different person because of his change of
ideals. This is evident near the end of the
picture when Costner'sand Eastwood's characters come face-to-fact and the escaped
convict asks the Texas Ranger if he knows
him from somewhere."No,not really.- Garnett replies
In the end of"A Perfect World- when the
hunted meet the hunters,the audience is taken
on an emotional roller coaster ode themselves.
An unexpected turn of events leaves viewers
of the film to question their own morals in the
fictional perfect world in which they themselves are inhabitants

Headspins

from page 18
There are no guitar-heroics on this album,just honest and refined musicianship.
Michael comprehends his place in the Junkies, accentuating the mood of each piece
perfectly.
When Michael plays the blues, he plays
them tastefully without washing over the
song This control allows Margo's vocals to
Lake precedent while she is singing. There is
no battle between the two, and for this the
listener is thankful.
Drummer brother Peter keeps a steady
beat and accentuates the other members
while creating an aura of his own. Bassist
Anton hangs back and makes the rhythm
flow effortlessly along the moody Journey
The Cowboy Junkies travel The basic element firmly holding this hand together is the

fact each musician does not step over the
other members boundaries in the songs.
This creates a balance only accomplished
through many years of hard work and/or
understanding the dynamics of a family.
Tracks of note are -The Post." a cover of
the Dinosaur Jr song "Seven Years," which is
an upbeat song and a standout on this album.
"Hunted," which has a predominate bass line,
carries the song from beginning to end.
If an album about love and distant memories in the context of the American heartland
ivy our bag,then "Pale Sun.Crescent Moon,"
should hem your Holiday list. If.on the other
hand,your listening enjoyment is found in all
things upbeat. then hold off for the brilliant
sun and full moon before you purchase The
Cowboy Junkies collection of moody tunes.
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Governor

from page 1

in approach. He said that he has not been a
part of the recent political partisan problems
in Maine government and he said he feels
this is an asset.
-The ability to bring people together
must come from outside the partisan politics." he said.
His second distinction among the field of

candidates is what he called his attention to
long-term economic solutions.
"I don't think we are dealing with a son
of quick fix," Woodbury said, -The notion
that things went fine in the '80s,Jock McKeman messed things up.and without him we
will turn things around, 1 don't think is true
There are much more long-range problems."

By bnnging his economic focus to the
office of governor. Woodbury said that all
other things will fall into place.
Education, human issues, issues of government reforrn and taxation are other concerns Woodbury said he will address if
elected
With a slight bias to education, be said

GSS

from page 1

reflective of a multi-cultural society.
"You should not have to expenence
culture shock once you leavt., this institution," Varner said.
Varner also said that the university
Deeded "prodding" from the student body
about making the campus more culturally
diverse. but senators also needed to keep
working individually to change the current situation.
"You have the opportunity to set an
example that other institutions can follow,
but it's going to take more than lip service
to the president and the board of trustees."
V after "aid
Much debate against the resolution
came fron)senators who claimed it recommended? quota system for the university
to follow. These senators said that the
basis for hinug faculty and staff, as well as
for enrolling students should be based on
merit. no matter what race, color, or creed
the individual is Off-campus senator Song
Kanun was one of them
'To say it's not an affirmative action
resolution is a blatant lie,- Kamm said
Off-campussenator Andrew Weymouth

brought a photocopied quote from John F that leadership."
In other business, the GSS shot down a
Kennedy into the meeting The quote,spoken
by Kennedy in a campaign speech before he "Lead or Leave" resolution sponsored by
became President. stated that be would not Collin Wormer, president of Student Govpromise a cabinet post to any race or ethnic ernment. Lead or Leave is a lobbying group
group saying that it was reverse racism at its that supports, among other things, an inworst_ Weymouth used this argument in crea.se in funding for education nationwide.
The resolution was defeated 10-15-1.
speaking against the resolution
Passage of the resolution would have
"I just think we should support being
color blind, not color sensitive," Wes/moot automatically made all UMaine undergraduate students members of Lead or Leave
said.
Don Clark.chair of the Community Uni- with no cost. Membership numbers would
fications Committee, said the resolution help Lead or Leave in their political lobbywasn't advocating a quota system, its intent ing in Washington.
Many senators who spoke against the
was "to recognize a problem, not to give
resolution said that while Lead or Leave
anyone an unfair advantage."
Cheryl Daly. assistant dean for multi- may not be a bad organization, the GSS
cultural programs,also spoke in favor of the should not be so quick to assume that
resolution before it passed 19-5-0 She said every undergraduate student at UMaine
that the issue had nothing to do with lower- would want to be a member of Lead or
ing standards at the university, it was about Leave Off-campus senator Aaron Burns
increasing diversity and enriching people's was among them.
"If they were to come to the Union. I'd
lives. She also said that the vote of the GSS
probably sign up myself," Burns said."But
would not go unnoticed.
"There are students of color out there there may be just one person out there who
listening to the vote of student senate," doesn't agree(with Lead or Leave),and we
Daly said. -They're looking to you for would be a disservice to that one student."
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the economy can benefit through continued
education.
-The problem is not just the educational
system,it's an educational culture," he said.
"We are in a time of lifetime education."
Aside from targeting education as part of
his political agenda, he also used it to propose his third reason why he should be
considered above all other candidates.
"I'm the only candidate of the now 17
candidates who has led a major institution in
good times and bad times," he said.
As chancellor of the UMaine system for
seven years, Woodbury has been faced with
major cutbacks and said this has given him
a chance to make things work
Woodbury gave Joe Brennan, a present
Democratic candidate and former governor,
credit for leading state government for many
years, but he said Brennan has not been
faced with much economic hardship.
"He (Brennan) has not been a part of it
(government) when there were no budget
increases, when you were dealing with very
scarce resources," Woodbury said.
His statements and reasons why he said
he believes he should become governor were
followed by a question and answer period.
Woodbury fielded questions about marijuana legalization, which he refused to answer,
NAFTA, which he supports and business
development, which he said needs to be
more technologically based.
Woodbury said the role of governor is
one that calls for a high level of responsibility. He called the position a "bully pulpit."
"It is a place where you say this is important. This is what model leadership is. This
is what the agenda ought to be," he said.
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• Walsh discusses Tory situation with UMaine officials
• Black Bear women skaters win weekend trio
• Marshall Faulk declares for NFL draft

The Campus •UMaine hockey notebook
regarding Tory
Sports Ticker Walsh meets with administrators
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

f1

INIAANAPOLAS Al') The Indiana Pacers,looking for depth at shooting
guard. signed veteran Byron Scott as
backup to Reggie Miller.
Scott. who played 10 years with the
laikers, averaged 13.7 points in 58 games
last season but was not re-signed. He has
a career average of 16 points and 3 assists
per game.
He was a starter on three NBA championship teams with the Lakers and was
the team's career leader in 3-pointers
made (522) and attempted 1,1,4071 He
has 12,154 career is ints

"Barn" Morris wins
Walker Award
IRVING, Texas (AP) -- Byron
"Barn"Morris, the most prolific rusher
in the Southwest Conference since Earl
Campbell, won the Doak Walker Award
as the nation's top running back.
Morns, a 235-pound junior who led
Texas Tech to a berth in the John Hancock Bowl against Oklahoma, beat out
seven finalists, including San Diego
State's Marshall Faulk.
Morns likely will enter the NFL draft
a year early after breaking Campbell's
single-season SWC rushing record with
1.752 yards this season.

Bouncer acquitted of
punching Davis
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.(AP)— A
nightclub bouncer was acquitted of
punching former Bailin-Kite Orioles slugger Glenn Davis and breaking his jaw.
Samuel Hampton. 25, admitted
punching Davis twice outside Club
Rogue's on June 7. once as Davis was
getting off the ground But Hampton said
he feared Davis was about to hit him.
Davis said he will file a civil suit
against Hampton and Club Rogue's.
Davis, 32, averaged 30 home runs with
ilmistim from 1986 to l989. After signing
.ith Baltimore for nearly $4 million a year.
he or hurt arid hit 24 homers in three se,us
Tkachuk is NHL's weekly best
TORONTOLAP)•— Let wing Keith
licachuk of Winnipeg was chosen NHL
player ofthe week after leading the league
in scoring with goals and 5 assists
Big Cat to become fat cat
with

Rockies

Andres Galarraga, who hit .370 for the
Colorado Rockies to become the first player
on an expansion team ever to win a batting
tale, signed a guaranteed $12 million, fouryear contract that (avid increase to $16.4
million with performance bonuses
(ialarraga, nicknamed the "Big Cat'
tx-catise of his slick tickling at first base,
agreed to the deal with the Rockies on
Monday after a seven-bran negotiating
session previous day
le v.illjoin free-astera signersEllis Burks
and Howard Johnson and projetwal holdover. Dante Richer and ('harbe Hayes to
give the Rockies what appews to be a good
offensive lineup in their second season.

University of Maine coach Shawn Walsh
net Tuesday with university administrators
to examine the possibility that he knowingly
allowed an academically ineligible player to
play for the Black Bears
Walsh. UMaine Athletic Director Mike
Ploszek. UMaine President Fred Hutchinson and NCAA faculty representati ve George
Jacobsen met behind closed doors to discuss
the simation surrounding freshman defenseman jell' Tory.
Tory was declared academically ineligible by the NCAA this week after it was
determined that his transcripts from high
school did not meet all freshman eligibility
requirements W hen translated to a U.S. grading scale.
UMaine immediately appealed the
NCAA's decision But when it was revealed
earlier this week that Walsh may have known
Tory was ineligible when he played him in
three early season games. the university.
dropped its appeal and began in internal
investigation
"I've simply informed the NCAA that
there have been futher developments and
we'll he in touch after reviewing all of the
information." Pioszek said
Part of the controversy centers around a
letter that Walsh reportedly rr,.-eiveil from

•UMaine hockey

Jason Weinrich: could return soon.
Northern Michigan coach Rich Comity prior to Tory's signing with UMaine last year.
Comley, who had recruited Tory and
was aware of his questionable academic
background, supposedly told Walsh that
Tory had been denied admission to the Northern Michigan and that he may not he eligible
as a freshman_
Floweser. Walsh maintains that he read
the NCAA eligibility rules "from A to
and insists that the ruling was based on a
misinterpretation of Canada's grading
system.Walsh said Tuesday he was under
orders not to comment on the meeting_

But UMaine sports information director
Matt Bourque said an announcement explaining what, if any, action will be taken
against the Black Bear coach will be revealed at a press conference today.
"What they were trying to determine at
the meeting is whether or not he (Walsh)
was told by the NCAA that Tory was ineligible and used him anyway," Bourque said.
-The fact that he wasn't admitted to Northearn Michigan is insignificant, rea..,."
• The injuries keep piling up for the
Black Bears, who are now down to just two
healthy full-time defensemen.
Junior Andy Silverman and senior Lee
Saunders are the latest casualties in a string
of injuries to the Black Bears blueliners.
Silverman is nursing a bruised ankle he
suffered last week. while Saunders has a
pulled groin he suffered versus Northeastern his past weekend.
Both should he healed enough to play
this versus the University of New Hampshire Friday That pleasant news to W'alsh's
ears, since out of his top six defensemen.
only junior Dave Mackaac and freshman
Leo Wlasow have remained injury free II
games into the schedule
The Black Bears have been so depleted
that Walsh has been forced to use raw freshman Jason Dekker — who was supposed to
See UMAINE HOCKEY on page 22

Minnesota Bound

Black Bears pick
up trio of wins
The University of Maine women's ice
hockey team had a successful weekend,
winning three games against three different
teams and outscoring its opponents by a 301 margin.
Friday. UMaine played Wesleyan College in Connecticut. and defeated them by a
10-1 score
Amanda Moors led the Black Bears with
four goals. Kristin Steele and Janet Calder
each added two goals for ['Maine, and Sue
Ayres, Donna Miles, and Sarah Perkins also
tallied.
Saturday. the team traveled to Boston
University where they continued their pattern of success by blanking the Terriers.
12-0
Steele netted three goals while ('alder,
Miles.and Stacey Rondeau scored two goals
apiece for ['Maine Amanda Moors. Dawn
Porter and Perkins each added goals
The Black Bears concluded the road trip
with a 84) win over the University of Vermont on Sunday.
Moors again paced the offense with four
goals. Rondeau and Porter each scored twice
and Steele round •'out the scoring with a
goal.
Ilolli Rook was the goaltender in all three
['Maine wins_
The Black Bears, now 4-I on the season,
return to action next weekend when they
travel to Massachusetts to face Boston l'inversity and then Williams College.
Thanks to the I iMaine women's ice hockey team tor turning in this report

Chrissy Strong leads the UMaine woman's basketball team in the Dial So,ip
Classic in Minneapolis, Minn December 11 and 12. (Page photo.)

'Weft
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Red Sox sign Otis Nixon
Brian Harper, New York Yankees reliever
Lee Smith, Seattle Mariners catcher Dave
Valle, Texas Rangers pitcher Charlie LeNEW YORK(AP)— Otis Nixon found ibrandt. Toronto Blue Jays shortstop Tony
a new home with the Boston Red Sox on Fernandez, Cincinnati Reds second baseTuesday. while up to 41 players said good- man Bip Roberts and Los Angeles Dodgers
bye to their former clubs, including Rafael second baseman Jody Reed.
Palmeiro and Chris Sabo.
All are Type A players, and teams may
Nixon, who declined to exercise a $2.5 sign them without compensation starting
million option with the Atlanta Braves, Wednesday. Until now,teams signing Type
agreed to a $7 million. two-year deal with A players lost first-round draft picks.
the Red Sox that could be worth $9.25
Texas forfeited its right to compensation
million if a 1996 option is exercised.
for Palmeiro, fearing he would accept an
Nixon,a 35-year-old switch-hitting out- arbitration offer. Palmeiro made $5 million
fielder, had been with Atlanta the past three last season and might have gotten more than
seasons. He wasthird in the National League $6 million in arbitration.
with 47 stolen bases in 1993.
Raines' agent said the outfielder hopes
Another player facing the midnight EST to re-sign with the White Sox.
deadline, pitcher Mark Gubicza,returned to
"It would be an upset if it wasn't worked
the Kansas City Royals for a $550,000,one- out with Jerry and I." agent Tom Reich said,
year contract.
referring to White Sox owner Jerry ReinsAs ofearly evening,only six players had dorf.
been offered arbitration: Baltimore Orioles
Two players,outfielder Dion James and
pitcher Fernando Valenzuela, Kansas City pitcher Dwayne Henry. agreed to contracts
third baseman Gary Gaetti. Montreal Expos with the ('hunichl Dragons of Japan's Censecond baseman Randy Ready. St. Louis tral League
Cardinals first baseman Gerald Perry, ChiJames led the Yankees with a .332 avercago White Sox outfielder Tim Raines and age this season, hitting seven homers with
Honda Marlins shortstop Walt Weiss.
36 RBIs. Henry was 2-1 with a 6.67 ERA
Mayers offered arbitration have until Dec. and two saves in 30 relief appearances and
19 to accept or reject, and they can continue one start.
negotiating with their old teams through
Nixon earned $2,665,000 with Atlanta
Jan. 8. Players who weren't offered arbitra- in 1993, and declined to exercise a player
tion can't re-sign with their former clubs option for 1994 at $2.5 million. The new
before May I.
deal calls for a $500,000 signing bonus. $3
Among the players not offered arbitra- million in 1994.$3.15 million in 1995 and a
tion by early evening were White Sox pitch- 1996option for S2.6 million with a S350,000
er Tim Belcher, Minnesota Twins catcher buyout.

By Ronald Blum

AP Sports Writer

Acadia Bike & Canoe's
Rental Fleet Blowout!

rie Day Only!

redshirt this season - and senior forward
Justin Tomberlin on regular defensive shifts.
Help may soon be on the way, though.
Senior Jason Weinrich. who tore a ligament
in his right knee a little under a month ago.
was supposed to be out until Christmas. But
Walsh said the Gardiner native has progressed quickly and may return in time for
the Ferris State series next weekend.
"He skated Monday,and he said it went
pretty well," Walsh said. "It would be a
bonus if we could get him back sooner than
we had expected."
Meanwhile, freshman center Dan
Shennerhorn should return to practice in the
middle of this week. Shermerhom suffered
a bruise to his foot after being hit in the skate
with a shot in Friday night's game with
Northeastern. The force of the shot was so
great that it split the seamen Shermerhom's
skate, leaving him with one sore foot and
one useless piece of equipment.
• Finally, some good news.
Senior right wing Cal Ingraham, who
has been sitting out an NCAA-mandated 14game suspension due loan eligibility infraction committed two years ago, makes his
season debut for the Black Bears Sunday
versus UMass-Lowell.
Ingraham. the nation's leading goal scorer

A 44 POON6 SP(E

last year with 46, has been out since the Black
Bears' exhibition game versus Team USA on
Oct. 17. Walsh said it's nice to finally be
gaining a player rather than losing one.
"It seems like it's been nothing but
losses for us lately," Walsh said, noting his
team's recent string of injuries. the Jeff
Tory dilemma and the fact that he will be
Paul Kariya-less after Friday's game with
UNH.
"Cal's got a lot of spunk, he has a righthanded shot, which is something we need,
and he is a legitimate offensive presence,"
Walsh continued."He is a welcome addition
back to our lineup."
Especially with the departure of Kariya,
who joins Team Canada for the Olympics
and then will make a decision whether or not
to return to school imrndiately following the
Lillehammer Games.
Fans who enjoyed the frequent Kariyato-Ingraham goals last season will be disappointed to know that the duo will miss
playing together by just one game.
In fact, Walsh said, Ingraham will take
Kariya's spot on the Black Bears' top line.
"Kariya has been playing right wing
lately, so Cal will move into that spot and
play with Tim (Lovell)and Danny(Shermerhom)or Tim and Reg (Cardinal)."he said.

Marlins' Sheffield arrested
ORLANLX). Ha.(AP) — Florida Marlins slugger Gary Sheffield was stopped for
driving his Ferrari more than 110 mph and
charged with reckless and drunken driving,
authorities said Tuesday.
Sheffield was pulled over by an Orange
County sheriff's deputy at about 3 a.m EST
Sunda) near the junction of the Florida

Marie's Flower Shop
a huh' oid jaairtont d Ilfrs3tatat to mpgr
dorm room or ape rrignrwt at our

ChristmasExtravaganza
Classic White Christmas Ornaments
Plush Toys
Centerpieces
ship a little bit of Maine home with a
decorated native fir wreath.

Orono, Mc

866-3557
I 800427-5271

umpike and Interstate 4 southwest of Orlando.
According to the arrest report, Sheffield
said he was headed to Tampa after having a
few beers at an Orlando nightclub. Sheffield, 25. lives in St. Petersburg.
A roadside breath test indicated Sheffield had an alcohol level of .15 percent.
Nearly two hours later at the sheriff's office
testing center. Sheffield's level was.14. The
legal limit is .10 percent.
The arrest report noted Sheffield "tor
the most part remained calm and cooperative and was very polite
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By Bernie Wilson
AP Sports Writer
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LEWISTON,Maine(AP) Kyu Han
Park, the latest opponent of Joey Gamache, predicted an easy victory tonight
night against the former WBA lightweight
and junior lightweight champion.
"Easy fight.•' Park told reporters
Monday. The South Korean native held
up four fingers, predicting he would knock
out Gamache at the Augusta Armory in
"maybe three or four rounds."
Camache(33-1)was not smiling when
Park walked over to him. "Handsome
face." Park remarked. "No more."
Part(33-18),a black beltfrom axiom,
NC,is viewed by Ganiache as another step
toward regaining the lightweight title he
surrendered to Tony "The Tiger" Lopez.
"1've got to be patient,' Garnache said.
"It's just a matter of time. That's why I've
got to beat this guy If he can back up what
he's saying. we'll have a heck of a fight."

McMillan is the unsung SuperSonic
SLATTLE(Al') Who should be considered the most valuable player on a Seattle
SuperSonics team blessed with Shawn
Kemp, Detlef Schrempf and Ricky Pierce?
How about Gary Payton, Kendall Gill or
Sam Perkins?
Try Nate McMillan.
"I don't know who our MVP is," McMillan said "I know I wouldn't want to
pick it. I think all of us come up big in
different parts of the game, in different
games, in different ways
Kemp and Schrernpf were All-Stars last
season. Pierce led the Sonics in scoring the
past two seasons and was an All-Star in
1991. Payton and Gill are being called AllStars of the future, and Perkins brought a
winning attitude when the Sonics acquired
him in a trade lase season with the Los
Angeles Lakers.
Then there's the 6-foot-5 McMillan,who
entered in his eighth NBA season with a

reputation ol being a strong detender and
passer.
"All of a sudden, people are saying.'He
can shoot the ball a little bit now,— the 29year-old swingman said. — Well, I could
always shoot the ball. It'sjust that I didn't."
Monday night's 103-96 victory over the
Washington Bullets gave Seattle a 14-1
record for the best start in franchise history.
McMillan was coach George Karl's first
substitute and got 11 points with four steals,
seven assists and four rebounds McMillan
helped the Sonics tie their single-game record
of 23 steals, two shy of the NBA record.
"Nate probably had 40 of those steals,"
Karl said "He was all over the place"
The Sonics' offense starts with their defense. McMillan leads the NBA in steals
with 3.33 per game
The 1986second-round draft choice from
North Carolina State leads the team with 6.3
assists per game and is averaging a career-

high 9.1 points with a career- best 52.8 shooting percentage (56 for 106).
McMillan plays point guard, shooting
guard and small forward. Although he isn't
starting, he's fifth on the team in average
minutes played (29.1).
He played his first four seasons under
Bernie Bickerstaff, now Denver's general
manager. Bickerstaff told him not to shoot.
The Sonics had Xavier McDaniel, Tom
Chambers and Dale Ellis.
"When I did shoot when Bernie was
here. I'd be looking at the hoop and Bernie
at the same time," McMillan said
K.C'. Jones followed Bickerstaff in 1990.
Jones didn't like McMillan to shoot, either.
When Karl replaced the fired Jones 40
games into the 1991-92 season, he gave
McMillan a different message.
"George told me that he wanted to see me
get up 10 shots a game,— McMillan said.
"I'm like, 'I can't believe he even said that"

•College football

Marshall Faulk decides to leave San Diego State
Two time All-American declares for NFL draft, says it was "time for a change"
appearance was in a loss to Tulsa in the
passes for 973 yards and five TDs.
Luginbill.
He rushed for more than 100 yards in 22 1991 Freedom Bowl.
"I think he's ready," Tollner said by
lie was runner-up to Gino Torretta in
telephone from Anaheim, where he's fin- of 31 career games. 200 or more seven
for the 1992 Heisman Trophy and
voting
twice.
more
or
300
and
times
of
coach
quarterbacks
as
season
SAN DIEGO(AP)-- Marshall Faulk's ishing this
After rushing for 1.429 yards as a fresh- was an early Heisman favorite this year,
next slash n' dash run will be in the NFL, the Los Angeles Rams."I just hope it isn't
man and 1,630 as a sophomore, Faulk was but failed to match the impressive games
a knock on the new guy.
not at San Diego State.
"I'm disappointed because he's one of burdened with high expectations entering he had early in his sophomore season.
The two-time All-American running
Faulk said he wasn't bothered by not
back announced Tuesday that he is giving the great players in the country and that this season. He also faced the added chalup his final year of eligibility to make would be a heck of a way to start our lenge of eight- and nine-man fronts, and winning the Heisman.
"I think not winning the(WAC)champrogram,'' said Tollner, a former coach at often was kept in the backfield to pick up
himself available for the NFL draft.
hurt more than that:' he said.
pionship
assisNFL
blitzes.
an
been
has
who
Cal
Southern
His announcement came a week after
Faulk became a star in just his second
He finished fifth in rushing with 1,530
athletic director Fred Miller fired coach Al tant the last seven seasons.
"I think I'm a versatile back," Faulk yards on 300 carries, an average of 127.5. college ganie when he scored seven touchLuginbill and his staff for failing to get San
NCAA single-game rushDiego State into a bowl game for the sec- said "I could dojust about anything a team He also caught 47 passes for 644 yards and downs and set an
ing record with 386 yards against Pacific.
ond straight year. Among the fired assis- needs a back to do. It doesn't matter. I can three IDs
"I think I had a very exciting career," He broke or tied 13 NCAA records that
tants was receivers coach Curtis Johnson, do it all."
Faulk came to San Diego State because Faulk said. "With me catching the ball this season. although Tony Sands of Kansas
who recruited Faulk from New Orleans in
the rushing record with 3% yards
1991 and became almost a father figure to the Aztecs promised that he could play year. that showed that I can do other things broke
against Missouri later that year.
running back. Other schools told him he besides run the ball."
the player.
Faulk's per-carry average decreased one
San Diego State was 19-15-2w ith Faulk,
"It came to a point to where I felt like would have become a defensive back
per season. from 7.1 as a freshman to
yard
Athletic
Western
the
win
to
failed
and
champion
rushing
Faulk was national
i wanted to come back, but with the coachhome- 5.1 this year.
ing changes and the year that I had. I felt his freshman and sophomore years, and Conference title and a spot in the
He owns or shares 19 NCAA records.
town Holiday Bowl. His only poctseason
like it was time for a change: Faulk said became the school's first All-American
Despite missing nearly six full games
during a news conference at Jack Murphy
due to injuries. Faulk rushed for 4.51(9
Stadium.
Faulk said he made up his mind be- yards,fourth in NCAA history among threefore meeting Monday with Ted Milner. year players. and 57 touchdowns. second
who was ricked on Friday to replace on the NCAA career list. He caught 82

By Bernie Wilson
AP Sports Writer
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•NFL

Johnson finds fault with Cowboys' coaching
By Denne H. Freeman
AP Sports Writer
IRVING. Texas(API — A grim Jimmy Johnson has decided one of the main
problems with the Dallas Cowboys is
coaching.
Johnson came to that conclusion Tuesday. the day after the Cowboys struggled to
a 23-17 victory over the Philadelphia Eagles. The win kept them a game behind the
NFC East-leading New York Giants with an
8-4 record.
"It's not the effort and the talent of the
players," Johnson said. "We've got to do a
better job of coaching."
Johnson wouldn't get specific, but said.
'The coaching situation will he handled in
the areas I want improved.''

He had an iron-out-the-problems meeting with his coaches Tuesday afternoon.
Without injured defensive end Charles
Haley, the pass rush was ineffective and
Dallas rates 27th in the NFL in sacks.
It took a 172-yard rushing effort from
Ertunitt Smith to save the Cowboys against
the I6-point underdog Eagles
"We're not as efficient as we need to
be," Johnson said. "We're not playing as
well as I'd like for us to play. We've got to
make improvement over the last part of the
season for us to be a success in the playoffs."
The Cowboys play at Minnesota Sunday, travel to the Meadowlands to play the
New York Jets the next Saturday. host the
Washington Redskins Dec. 26 and play the
final game ofthe regular season in a rematch

with the Giants back in the Meadowlands.
Johnson said the Cowboys haven't played
well since quarterback Troy Aikman was
injured four games ago in a 31-9 victory
over the Giants.
"When we beat San Francisco, Philadelphia and the Giants, we were on a good
roll. Then Troy got hurt," Johnson said.
"We've got to make a big improvement the
next four weeks. We have the ability to do it.
We can still be the team we want to be in the
playoffs.•'
The Cowboys won five of their last six
regular season games last year and hit the
playoffs on a roll, which carried through to
a 52-17 victory over the Buffalo Bills in the
Super Bowl
"It's tough to be on an emotional high
every week in this league," Johnson said

"Some games you have to win because you
are a better football team. You'd like to be skyhigh every week, but that doesn't happen.
"That debacle we had on Thanksgiving has set us back for one reason or the
other,and we've got to come out ofit." he
said.
Dallas lost 16-14 to the Miami Dolphins
when Leon Lett touched a blocked field
goal, turning it into a live ball, which the
Dolphins recovered and cashed for the gamewinning field goal in the final seconds.
"We don't want to be accused of whining about our injuries, but we're just not as
sharp," Johnson said. "When we had that
roll against San Francisco,Philadelphia and
the Giants, we were actually ahead of last
year. But for various reasons, we're not that
far along now."

Write sports for the Campus. Call Chad at x1268

Maine Carnpus classifieds

Stop by the. basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
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PLOYMENT-Fisr
ALASKA S L
eres St,
'Aany earn up to
S2,000-t/rno in canneries or $3,000 S 000..'mo on fishing vessels Many emt
provide room & board & tTans(xxtaton Over 8,000 openings No experence
necessan;I Male or 4ernale Get the ne(es
sans head start on next summer for -dre
irc7
Cruise Ships Now Hiring--,_
,• month working on cruise ships
$2,000,
or and -tour companies World trap
Summer & full-time employment ava
able No experience necessary For more
information call '-206 -634-0468 ext
C5067

miscellaneous]
J.0.11i_LIALLERNALLASIS_JIAll
be
BREAKFAST CLUB',
tween 7 00
10 30 a m, order a
speckii and pin
Stop wasting$$$-Your toner cartridge,
HP Ill, Apple, Canon, etc (SX)re-manu
`actured for your laser printer New qua;
:ty guaranteed $40!!! Call J H M Services 834-2199 Save the environment
along wit SS"
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
REAR'S DEN. v'eeiuv TAILGATE PARTY
-• giveaway. 99 food spec:, • •
pm
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry - k
Clarion, (VC, mn,re
foro.
45 Elm St , Brewer
Soundshapers'
989 1889
We're back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fratern ty, sorority & special
4406
occasions Call Exotica

Rider wanted
Albany -6", RM - v
23 Call Christine a' info

Orono- 2 bc •.n apartment avail Jan 1$450 1st floor, 2 miles from campus
Heat and electric incl. 866-3248
3 bedroom apt.-S182 ear+
Brand new kitchen, bat- • o•
— Heat included Call 866 7543
Rooms to rent: Clean, quiet rooms near
!tile in Old Town $45 00/wk
A.o now! Call 827-481'
Park Place- 2 BR, 2 bt• ,•'
ha.,. • pnt now read‘i Sr °heated 862
,

Casio calculator FX 7000GA. cientific
graph no $45 call Dave 866-3815.
11 Olds Omega-5400 or I3/0 Contact
Barbara Stockford 581- 8809
2 Cruise tickets to Bahamas-Round
trip, 1.35° Or B/0 For info call Vikki at
827 •f430
'91 VW Jetta-27,000 m At air, cassette Asking $8000 Call 942 7682

5 BR unit at Riverplex-in 1
Management
$800 heatea P R,
942-48'5
Rooms for rent-Old Town
- soms
avait Immed 1 room avail Jar 1 $200
5''-'''n'827-3094

Available immediatelyfor serious stu
dent to share 2 bedroom apt , 5 min
walk to campus, $220 Call 581-1331
Room for rent-S160 • utilities per
month, with lease, no furniture, no pets,
^ea, Mcf7c-4,1; 827 7450
Female roommate needed to share 2
BR apt in Ola Town Own room, quiet
location, must see Call 827-3312.
Needed for Jan.-May. S200/mo , re
ally close to campus, utilities incl Call
866-0123, ask for Ken
Female roommate wanted in Oronolb heat Tics.;,1i-s1 New
kitchen & bath Call 866-7543
Roommate needed to share apt. beginning md Dec S235/month. Call 8663943
Share lovely quiet home in OronoReasonable, grea•
• r' laundry,
ut, ties ,nc Call Clara lrrr
3701

for sa
Amiga SOO computer-Su
and killer music and speech
super VGA and Soundblaster built int'
meg memory,2 disk drives, color monitor,
over 100 games,animation and productiv
ity programs Mouse and 2joysticks 5400/
BO, will consider trades Jeff 827-7928
Christmas trees-Take home a freshly
cut Balsam fir or Scotch pine tree for
Christmas Choose and cut at out Tree
Farm in Stillwater on Frr , Sat or Sun We
will wrap and hold your tree near Eiut 51
for pickup of your way home Carpenter
Tree Farm, Bennoch Rd, Stillwater, 2
• ••-• r,f 1,ght at Benno& and
s
'P j?,t 16) 817 8383
20 unicycle-S49 95 Call Val at 581_
4
12 Ford Tempo
graphics

r.,
per
• V.
r. Atomic 205 arrs wo- Solomon
s
'4
Radius color pivot monitor w/ II Si
• 8/0 Call
• x1 267
ot• •

!MING BREAK-7' Nights from $299. In
dudes Ar
•. '1.•rsfers,partiesandmcce!
Nassau/Parodrst• Island Cancun, Jamaica,
t,a^ Organize a ',^1.4 group-Earn free
800-GET-SUN-1.
Travel and study in Canada next FaIlll
gush Or French, East, Central, Of West
Get info before Holiday break Gail Yvon
x1 -4225, Canadian-American Center,
154 College Ave

Lost Leather women's wallet on Fri.
around midnight between Margarita's&
Dryden Apts Reward offered. Contact
Alexandra at 866-3304
Lost:Kahaki backpack containing books,
paints, and Frisbee on Sat at 8 45 a m
Me hitchhiking, U snowboardino Call
Jamie 866-7791, 42 Mill St
Lost: Gold ring with black stone Lost
12/3 between Neville and Union Call
Patricia x1350.
Lost A gold colored ring w/ red stone,on
back the initials PEN If found, call x6331
Lost: Rugby ring If found, call Tina at
x7428
Lost: Blue dorm security card reading
'Schlage Electronics 'Call 581-8618
Lost:One gray Cambridge 4x6 inch daily
planner in the 1st flooi women's bath
room at the Union on Tuesday. Please
call 827-8457 wi any information
Lost: Black wallet, between Union or
Nutting Hall Call 223-2541 if found
Found: Eddie Bauer watch with nylon
strap Found in the Alfond parking lot
before Thanksgiving Contact the Maine
Campus x1273
Found: Gray cat in parking lot behind
Oxford Hall on Thurs Call x7733 or 8667901
Found: At information center in the
Memorial Union. If you lost any of these
items, please check between 8 a.m.4:30 p m Assorted jewelry, eye glasses,
eye glass cases, sun glasses, gloves,
books, notebooks, jackets, sweaters,
hats, scarves, mugs, umbrellas, small
cooler.
To place your FREE lost and found ad.
ir call 581 stop "-,
"r (arm127,
071.
SU 28 attractive, s'ty S'W. '
interests, no drugs Seeks one special
lady P0.Box 352,StilhNater, ME 04489

